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LADY IN GOLD,
WOMAN IN BLACK

On the heels of her true-
to-self role as a nightclub 

singer on Goliath, Lynda Kay
is back as both the rootsy, 
Memphis-style Woman in 
Black and lush, orchestral 
Lady in Gold on her new 

opus Black & Gold. 

By Brett Callwood
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Now delivers.
Shop now at 

MedMen.com/Delivery
Free for a limited time.

Delivery available in California.
To see listings of stores opening soon in your area, visit MedMen.com.

Keep out of reach of children. For use only by adults 21 years of age and older. 
C10-0000178-LIC, C10-0000426-LIC, C10-0000499-LIC, C10-0000421-LIC, C10-0000498-LIC, C10-0000177-LIC, C10-0000378-LIC, C10-0000379-LIC, C10-0000442-LIC, C10-0000425-LIC, C12-0000144-LIC
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WE NOW DELIVER!! 
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OG Kush. 
A California Original Since 1996
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fri 10/4 
B O O K S / M U S I C

Best of Both Worlds
When it comes to rock autobiographies, some 
musicians have had lives full of fantastic 
adventures but can’t write their way out of a 
paper bag. Others are eloquent wordsmiths 
with dull personal histories that aren’t worth 
reading about. �e best of both worlds aligns 
in Debbie Harry’s fascinating new memoir, 
Face It (Dey Street). With the help of co-writer 
Sylvie Simmons, the pop vocalist insightfully 
recounts her evolution from working as a Play-
boy Bunny and waitress at Max’s Kansas City 
to her success as lead singer of Blondie and a 
photographic muse for Andy Warhol, and her 
bold attempts to mix hip-hop and jazz into 
her music. Meanwhile, Blondie guitarist Chris 
Stein’s 2018 photo book, Point of View: Me, 
New York City and the Punk Scene, provides 
an atmospheric and evocative visual accom-
paniment to Harry’s stories about interacting 
with �e Ramones, John Waters, Iggy Pop, 
David Bowie, Chic and H.R. Giger. �e duo 
discuss their books with moderator Rob 
Roth. Aratani �eatre, 244 S. San Pedro St., 
downtown; Fri., Oct. 4, 8 p.m.; $20-$100. (213) 
628-2725, livetalksla.org/events/debbie-harry.
—FALLING JAMES

F O O D & D R I N K

Holiday Mashup
Hey! You got your tacos in my tequila! Hey! 
You got your tequila in my tacos! Like two 
great tastes that will always taste great together, 
Tito’s Fiesta Mexicana brings together Tito’s 
Tacos and Tito’s Tequila to celebrate today’s 
twin festivities of National Taco Day and 

National Vodka Day, creating one titanic cat-
aclysm of sensory overload revealing in�nite 
dimensions of culinary goodness emptying 
out onto the singularity of this Culver City 
taco stand. What you get: three handmade 
specialty tequila-based Tito’s cocktails, mul-
tiple Tito’s tacos, mariachi music, and more 
jocular inebriation than you can feebly shake a 
salt shaker at. Tito’s Tacos, 11222 Washington 
Place, Culver City; Fri., Oct. 4, 2 p.m.; $25. 
(310) 391-5780, titos�estamexicana.com. —
DAVID COTNER

sat 10/5
D A N C E

Stay Woke
Known for its ability to seamlessly blend con-
temporary dance with ballet as well as for the 
abilities of its dynamic dancers, Complexions 
Ballet Company arrives for one night only. 
Led by choreographer Dwight Rhoden, who 
has more than 80 dances under his belt, the 
troupe brings two works that earned strong 
reviews when as they launched the ensemble’s 
25th anniversary season in New York earlier 
this year. �e SoCal premiere this visit is 
WOKE, described by Rhoden as a physical 
response to the daily news with segments set to 
a remix of music from Kendrick Lamar, Drake, 
Diplo and others. �e second work marks 
the return of STARDUST, Rhoden’s popular 
2016 tribute to the music and genius of David 
Bowie. Carpenter Performing Arts Center, Cal 
State University Long Beach, 6200 Atherton 
St., Long Beach; Sat., Oct. 5, 8 p.m., $55. car-
penterarts.org. —ANN HASKINS

C U LT U R E

Take a Spooky Stroll
In October, the dead don’t rest in peace, 
especially not in Los Angeles. Macabre and 
muerto (dead) stu� is everywhere and there’s 
no shortage of Angelenos who want to get 
in the “spirit.” Celebrating its sixth year, the 
Olvera Street Muertos Artwalk is a fun and 
festive way to kick o� the season, bringing 
vendors, performers, and dozens of local 
artists together for a spooky stroll along the 
landmark downtown locale. Artwork, jewelry, 
accessories, clothing, face painting and more 
will be available for purchase, as folkloric mu-
sic and dance — much of it courtesy of local 
school troupes — �lls the plaza. Entertain-
ment this year includes: Mariachi Alegria de 
la Vida, Palms Middle School, Tlaliyoyo, Xipe 
Totec Aztec Dancers, Las Palmas Folklorico & 
Hamilton High School Folklorico, Mi Lindo 
Mexico, Grupo Folklorico de LMU, Cayambe, 
Orgullo Mexicano, La Hora Feliz, Teatro del 
Barrio performing La Danza de la Muerte, and 
more. Olvera Street, N Alameda St. & N Los 
Angeles St., downtown; Sat., Oct. 5, 10 a.m.-7 
p.m.; free. (213) 485-6855, olveraevents.com. 
—LINA LECARO

A R T

Down the Rainbow Rabbit Hole
�ere’s a new immersive art experience 
in town, but artist Laurie Shapiro’s gallery 
installation Alchemy Tunnel has more in 
common with an ayahuasca tent than amped-
up pop-culture spectacle. A wrapping helix of 
interconnected prismatic panels, dense with 
layers of screen-printing, drawn and painted 

images, and stitching, is activated with a LIFX 
lighting motherboard. As an environment, 
it resembles a fantastic dream, luminous 
and alive; as a place, it hosts ticketed events 
including comedy, theater, sound baths, vegan 
dinner and music. �e art installation is open 
for free on Saturdays, and while daydreams 
are encouraged, no shoes are allowed. Radiant 
Space, 1444 N. Sierra Bonita Ave., Hollywood; 
opening reception: Sat., Oct. 5, 8-10 p.m.; Sat., 
noon-3 p.m., through Nov. 23, ticketed events 
also available; free. radiantspacela.com. —SHA-
NA NYS DAMBROT

sun 10/6
A R T

How To Draw a City
�e monthlong all-city festival �e Big Draw 
L.A. is happening throughout October and 
across the city, o�ering free drawing sessions 
and prompts at some of L.A.’s most intriguing 
public spaces. Today’s event is the largest of the 
initiative, as Make Your Mark in the Park �lls 
the lawns of Grand Park with literal Sunday 
painters amid a sea of sharpened pencils and 
eager sketchpads. Ryman Arts students will 
be on hand for guidance, and this free event 
also includes music and of course food trucks. 
Bonus/warning, the CicLAvia route goes right 
by Grand Park, so adjust your perspective and 
mode of transportation accordingly. Grand 
Park, 200 N. Grand Ave., downtown; Sun., 
Oct. 6, 11 a.m.-4 p.m.; free. (213) 629-2787; 
rymanarts.org. —SHANA NYS DAMBROT

F O O D & D R I N K / C U LT U R E

GO 
LA

Natural History of Horror: The Science 
of Scary

Designer Milicent Patrick sketches
the Creature. Courtesy of Universal
Studios Licensing LLC
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Peek into the Future....
Psychic/Metaphysical Healing Fair

5712 Lankershim Blvd.
 North Hollywood CA 91601

(5 minute walk north from NoHo Metro Red Line)

818-985-2010  
TheGreenManStore.com
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 North Hollywood CA 91601
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Peek into the Future....
Psychic/Metaphysical Healing Fair

5712 Lankershim Blvd.
 North Hollywood CA 91601

(5 minute walk north from NoHo Metro Red Line)

818-985-2010  
TheGreenManStore.com

October 19, 2019
11 am – 6:00 pm

Peek into the Future...
Psychic/Metaphysical

Healing Faire

Behavioral Research Specialists, LLC
Paid Participation Available

888-255-5798 Ext. 1

Depression - Anxiety -  Bipolar - Schizophrenia - Pain - Alzheimer’s
Opiate Addiction - Diabetes - Insomnia - Asthma - ADHD - Hypertension

High Cholesterol - Inpatient- Phase I-IV - Pediatrics - PTSD - Restless Leg

230 N. Maryland Ave.
Suite 207, Glendale,

CA 91206

www.brstrials.com
info@brstrials.com
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9Get Greek!
�ough you can �nd ones in Long Beach, 
Pasadena and the Valley, the L.A. Greek Fest 
is the largest of its kind in L.A., hosted by Tom 
and Rita Hanks, who’s of Greek descent, and 
attracting more than 15,000 visitors annually 
for the last 20 years. You can listen to tradition-
al music, watch dancers and gorge on typical 
Greek food, whether it’s savory souvlaki, �aky 
spanakopitas or syrupy baklava. Better yet, 
take dance lessons for added authenticity. You 
can also hear Latin DJ music, a nod to the 
neighborhood’s Byzantine-Latino quarter, and 
go on one of the hourly tours of Saint Sophia 
Cathedral, a gorgeously ornate Greek-Ortho-
dox church, built in 1952, that’s a designated 
historic cultural landmark. Saint Sophia Ca-
thedral, 1324 S. Normandie Ave., Pico-Union; 
Fri., Oct. 4, 5-11 p.m., Sat., Oct. 5, noon-11 
p.m., Sun., Oct. 6, noon-10 p.m.; $5. (323) 737-
2424, lagreekfest.com. —SIRAN BABAYAN

mon 10/7
�e Weekly recommends Rachel Maddow’s 
Writer’s Bloc appearance; as the event is sold 
out, however,  Angelenos should stay home and 
read her new book Blowout … because reading 
is good; writersblocpresents.com/main/ra-
chel-maddow.

tue 10/8
C U LT U R E

Rubber Meets the Runway
As part of L.A. Fashion Week, Petersen Auto-
motive Museum presents the Cars & Fashion 
Runway Show. �e show centers on the haute 
couture clothes and accessories created by Pe-
ruvian designer Noe Bernacelli. �e designer 
made his U.S. debut at an earlier edition of L.A. 
Fashion Week a few years ago, and since then 
he has specialized in elegant evening gowns 
and other dresses that are lavishly detailed and 
sumptuously romantic. Petersen Automotive 
Museum, 6060 Wilshire Blvd., Mid-Wilshire; 
Tue., Oct. 8, 7-11 p.m.; $100-$250. (323) 930-
2277, petersen.org. —FALLING JAMES

wed 10/9
B O O K S

When a Memoir Is More
As a musician, Patti Smith became an icon 
thanks to her captivating presence but also 
her eloquence, her edge and her honesty. �e 
poet/punk queen is �rst and foremost a writer, 
and her award-winning books Just Kids and 
M Train served to cement her legacy, in some 
ways even more than her music. Her latest, 
Year of the Monkey, is being touted as another 
distinct take on memoir in which dreams and 
reality are interwoven to construct — and de-
construct — a particularly transformative year 
in the artist’s life, with Smith’s own Polaroids 
embellishing her expressive words.  �e Real 

Patti Smith, Up Close and Personal, a con-
versation about the project she’ll have with the 
L.A. Times is a can’t miss for fans, not only for 
context around the book, but for the chance to 
hear this living legend delve into her work and 
herself. It’s what she does best. Alex �eatre, 
216 North Brand Blvd., Glendale; Wed., Oct. 9, 
7 :30 p.m.; $100 (VIP orchestra reserved seat-
ing and a pre-signed book) or $40 (GA Seating 
and unsigned copy of the book). alextheatre.
org/event/los-angeles-times-ideas-exchange-
presents-patti-smith. —LINA LECARO

thu 10/10
M U S I C

With an Ear Toward the Future 
Over the past year, L.A. Philharmonic marked 
its 100th anniversary with a spectacular season 
that emphasized daring new music as much 
as traditional classical music. As the orchestra 
embarks now on its 101st season, it asks the 
musical question, “What’s next?” Music and 
artistic director/conductor Gustavo Dudamel 
responds with Music From the Americas, a 
program that reinforces L.A. Phil’s futuristic 
mindset. While Dudamel will imbue works by 
Carlos Chávez and Aaron Copland with his 
trademark passion and nuanced touch, he also 
guides stylish Argentine pianist Sergio Tiempo 
and the orchestra through the world pre-
miere of Universos in�nitos, a piano concerto 
by Esteban Benzecry. �e composer’s past 
works have fused beauty, strangeness, lyrical 
eloquence and artiness in equal parts. Walt 
Disney Concert Hall, 111 S. Grand Ave., down-
town; �u.-Sat., Oct. 10-12, 8 p.m.; Sun., Oct. 
13, 2 p.m.; $20-$222. (323) 850-2000, laphil.
com. —FALLING JAMES

C U LT U R E

Horror (Back)Stories
Horror reigns on TV and in movies, and we 
love to be scared, especially this time of year. 
But ever wondered how some classic monsters 
were created? �e Natural History Museum’s 
latest exhibit, “Natural History of Horror: 
�e Science of Scary,” explains the origins — 
some true, some myths — of four horror icons, 
namely Dracula, which was derived from leg-
end that vampires spread diseases throughout 
Europe; �e Mummy, based on the excavation 
of King Tut’s tomb; Frankenstein, inspired 
by Luigi Galvani, an Italian doctor known 
for experimenting with animal electricity; 
and Creature from the Black Lagoon, taken, 
in part, from the story of an amphibious 
humanoid living in the Amazon. �e display 
features movie props, �lm footage, items from 
the museum’s holdings and interactive areas, 
including a “lab” where you can reanimate a 
frog. Natural History Museum, 900 Exposition 
Blvd., Exposition Park; daily, 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m., 
through April 19; $32, $29 seniors & students, 
$20 children, under 2 free. (213) 763-3466, 
nhm.org. —SIRAN BABAYAN
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11When Lawrence Trilling, di-
rector of the Amazon TV 
series Goliath, wanted to 
cast a nightclub singer for 
some scenes that would 

provide lyrical exposition and an emotional 
backdrop to the crime-drama goings on, star 
Billy Bob � ornton knew straight away that 
Lynda Kay would be the perfect chanteuse 
for the job. 

Anyone who has seen the 2013 video for her 
cover of Screamin’ Jay Hawkins’ “I Put a Spell 
on You” would know it also. Kay is a soulful 
classic pop singer with R&B and Americana 
roots, blessed with a sultry voice and a rare 
contralto range that is both mesmerizing and 
incredibly expressive.  

In addition, she carries a vibe that has a 
little bit of darkness about it. Not in a sinister, 
unpleasant way, but rather in a Lynchian way. 
� e David Lynch reference is important — 
that’s what Trilling was envisioning when he 
considered the part, and that’s what we get 
from Kay. A background club singer, sway-
ing and, in turn, crooning and wailing. � ink 
Julee Cruise in Twin Peaks, but also the likes 
of Madonna’s Breathless Mahoney from Dick 

LADY IN 
GOLD,

WOMAN 
IN BLACK

On the heels of her true-to-self role 
as a nightclub singer on Goliath, 

Lynda Kay is back as both the rootsy, 
Memphis-style Woman in Black and 
lush, orchestral Lady in Gold on her 

new opus Black & Gold. 

By Brett Callwood 
Photography by Danny Liao
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Tracy and even Jessica Rabbit. �e �lm noir 
and pop culture references scream out but, 
simultaneously, she’s found a sound of her 
own. She calls it the Lynda Kay sound.

Kay has been singing for as long as she can 
remember; her mom told her that she was 
singing before talking and dancing before 
walking. If that’s hyperbole, we’ll allow it be-
cause it speaks of the passion that she’s always 
had for her art.

“I guess I started singing really young — 
I sang all through school and choir, church 
and such,” she says. “When I went to college I 
studied theater arts and studied singing a little, 
and then I really thought that I was gonna be 
a lawyer or an FBI agent. And then I realized 
I’m not that serious so I focused on being an 
entertainer.”

�at’s right, Kay studied law and considered 
joining the FBI. Maybe some of that fascina-
tion with crime, an exploration of the darkness 
in people, made its way into her art. Ultimately 
though, a life of solving crimes was just too 
heavy.

“�ey had an opportunity for the students 
at my law school to meet with a representative 
from the FBI, to basically determine if it was 
something that would be the right kind of 
career for you,” she says. “I went, sat down 
at the meeting, and what I realized was that 

I was more fascinated with the idea of going 
undercover in costume than anything. By the 
time I graduated, I realized that I don’t like 
arguing and I hate keeping serious secrets. I 
had a potential position working in the dis-
trict attorney’s o�ce in their rape and assault 
division, and I was like ‘Oh god, I can’t look at 
those pictures every day and hear those tragic 
stories.’ I have a lot of respect for people that 
take that on as a position because I just realized 
that I don’t have that in me, to be able to do 
that on a daily basis.”

So, Kay moved from Texas to L.A. to become 
an actor — not an uncommon story. She had 
previously moved from Dallas to Austin; the 
latter, she says, aligns closer to her own po-
litical views than the former. Once in L.A. 
though, she started auditioning and things 
started happening. 

“I hadn’t been here for very long when I 
went to an audition for a musical,” Kay says. 
“I came in for the audition and it was a very 
serious one with a pianist and a panel of cast-
ing directors. �ey had me come in and sing 
my piece. When I �nished singing, they didn’t 
really say anything. �ey just stared at me. One 
lady in the center looked around at everybody, 
then she turned to me and said, ‘You’re totally 
wrong for the part but your voice is amazing 
— will you sing us another song?’ �at never 

happens. If you’re wrong for the part, they 
might as well leave their shoe print on your 
behind. I just took that as a huge sign that I 
should be focusing on my voice instead of a 
career in high comedy.”

So that’s what she did. Pretty much from 
that point on, Kay has considered herself a 
singer �rst. Of course, there’s still room for 
outside endeavors. She has dreams of a Carol 
Burnett-esque variety show. For now, she’s 
settled in her Venice Beach home with her 
husband Jonny Co�n, owner and creator of 
Co�n Case guitar cases. Kay helps him out, 
working the books.

“Jonny and I met in January in 2002 at the 
NAMM convention,” she says. “It was back-
stage. �ere was a show with some supergroup 
playing for this party. We were hanging out 
backstage and we made eye contact. Really 
the rest was history. We got married in August 
of 2005. We co-own the business Co�n Case, 
and also Jonny owns the rights to Vampira, 
the glamour ghoul from 1954. We run the 
business together. Jonny’s a marketing and 
product genius. My job is to keep an eye on the 
books. �at’s my serious side. We have a blast 
together. It’s a good thing we do, because he 
produces my music too. We like to hang out.”

Jonny Co�n started making the cases in 
1996 and then started producing them for the 

public in 2000, two years before meeting Kay, 
though this is clearly a team endeavor now. 
�at the pair work together with both Co�n 
Cases and also Kay’s music speaks volumes 
about their relationship, their partnership. 
�ose cases, meanwhile, have been made for 
the likes of Slash, Keith Richards and Johnny 
Cash.

“He’s touched a lot of people with that 
product,” Kay says. “He made his �rst one 
in his garage. He needed a new case and he’s 
a carpenter, that was one of his early jobs, so 
he made himself a case. Laid out his guitar 
and drew it out and said, ‘Oh cool, it’s like a 
co�n.’ A light bulb went on and that was it. 
He got so many comments on it — that’s why 
he built it up. He got a Guitar Center account 
and that changed everything with the business 
for him.”

In 2006, Kay released an album called Lone-
some Spurs with rockabilly guitarist Danny B 
of �e Headcat (which featured Lemmy and 
Slim Jim Phantom) as a duo also called Lone-
some Spurs. Her debut solo album, Dream My 
Darling came in 2009. �is year’s Black & Gold 
is her fourth full-length solo studio o�ering, 
and Kay feels that the biggest change in that 
time has been in her voice.

“I have done a great deal of work to try to 
expand my vocal range and testing its param-
eters, to see if I can go even higher and lower,” 
she says. “I feel like I’ve found the right center 

Lynda Kay’s Black & Gold (album cover, top) 
features “The Mask,” a country duet with  the 
late Lemmy Kilmister of Motörhead (above).

of my voice which is contralto, the same as 
Patsy Cline and Karen Carpenter. Since Lone-
some Spurs, I have three more octave ranges. 
�at I would say is the biggest change vocally. 
Back then I was playing a four-string guitar 
and since 2008 I’ve been playing Gretsch six-
strings.”

Contralto is de�ned as the lowest singing 
voice type for females. As well as Cline and 
Carpenter, famous non-operatic contraltos 
include Brandy, Fiona Apple, Cher and Lana 
Del Rey. 

“It’s very rare and I don’t know exactly why 
that is,” Kay says. “I think women are o�en en-
couraged to sing in their highest range. I think 
that started with opera and classical music. I 
made it a point to try to �nd my proper range. 
I started working on that really seriously in the 
last ten years. I love Janis Joplin and I would try 
to hit my scratchy range but I do better when 
I’m not trying to hit it — �nding the range 
where that happens naturally.”

�e new album Black & Gold is very delib-
erately split into two parts which were initially 
intended to be two separate release — �e 
Women in Black (which seems to call out to 
Johnny Cash) and �e Lady in Gold. Black, she 
says, is the rootsy, country, Memphis soul side, 
while Gold is the lush, string-�lled orches-
tral side. Both are very much parts of Kay’s 
personality.

“�ere was a period of time for several years 
where I wasn’t doing any country music,” she 
says. “But I discovered that I was really miss-
ing my country roots and I wanted to push 
the envelope on those. �e other thing that 
happened was, I was given permission to re-
lease a country song that I wrote and recorded 
with Lemmy Kilmister of Motörhead. I took 
that as another sign and as an opportunity to 
do an amalgam of sorts, both sides of me as 
a musician coming together on one double 
album. �e way I look at it is, the Gold album 
is the dinner album, and the Black album is 
for the a�erparty.”

�at all brings us neatly to Lemmy, who 
of course le� this realm in 2015. (Has it re-
ally been nearly four years?) Any previously 
unreleased music featuring the great man is 
obviously going to be of huge interest to his 
masses of fans, as is the case here. “�e Mask” 
is the sweet country ballad recorded by Kay 
and Kilmister, the third track on the Black 
side of the album.

“In 2009, I met Billy Bob �ornton,” Kay 
says. “Billy and I �gured out that we have a lot 
of friends in common. We really connected, 
and so at the time he was living in Slash’s old 
house in Beverly Hills, and Slash had built a 
recording studio in the basement. I used to 
hang out there all the time — they used to joke 
I was the Angie Dickinson to their Rat Pack. 
I was totally cool with that. I was hanging out 
there one night and Billy said, ‘I heard you’ve 
got some really great songs — why don’t you 
play me some of them.’ We recorded a duet 
that night. �at same night, Jonny was seeing 
a show at the Whisky. I parked in a lot and had 

to walk by the Rainbow so I went in to say hi to 
Lemmy. He sees me and says ‘Hey, where you 
been?’ I said, ‘I was just recording a duet with 
Billy Bob �ornton.’ He stops looking at his 
video poker machine, turns around, looks at 
me, and says ‘When are we gonna do a duet?’”

So they did. �e next week they got together 
and Lemmy pulled out the rough beginnings 
of a song that he had started in 1979. �e pair 
�nished writing it together, recorded it in-be-
tween Motörhead sessions, and that became 
“�e Mask.” Sadly, there wasn’t the opportuni-
ty to release it while Lemmy was alive.

“You can’t push something like that,” Kay 
says. “It needed a proper space. He sounds 
so revealing and emotional — it’s completely 
di�erent than his fantastic gnarly vocals in 
Motörhead. We ended up getting permission 
this year to release the track from his estate 
and management, and we couldn’t be more 

grateful to them for that. If it wasn’t his last, it 
was one of them.”

Kay con�rms the stories that countless peo-
ple have already told  that Lemmy was a warm, 
wonderful gentleman. 

“He was an incredibly gracious human, 
absolutely hysterical, best storyteller I ever 
knew, and I would make him repeat jokes to 
me because his delivery was so impeccable,” 
she says. “I miss him a lot. I would hang with 
him and watch rock documentaries and Law 
& Order, or he would read poetry.”

�at Billy Bob �ornton link provides us 
with another handy transition. It is he that 
Kay is now working with on Goliath, the Am-
azon show about a down-on-his luck lawyer 
(�ornton) trying to pull himself back up. 
Kay, as the nightclub singer, is playing herself.

“I am playing my songs, and then they have 
requested that I record some cover songs for 
the show,” she says. “I knew about the show and 
I loved it because it always had the Santa Mon-
ica Pier, the Boardwalk and everything which 
is part of our neighborhood, so I appreciated 
the location. Plus Billy is not only a friend 

but a phenomenal actor so 
I had to check it out. Jonny 
got contacted about having 
me be in the show by the 
casting director, so that was 
very exciting.”

Director Lawrence Trill-
ing met Lynda through Bil-
ly Bob �ornton. 

“When we started think-
ing about our new season of 
Goliath, we wanted to have 
this surrealistic, almost Da-
vid Lynch-like casino and 
we were looking for the 
house band that was gon-
na give the right mood and 
vibe to the casino. As soon 
as Billy Bob read the script, 
he said ‘We have got to get 
Lynda Kay for this — she is 
perfect.’ He was dead right.”

The choice of music is 
vitally important, as it pro-

vides some exposition to what is going on 
plot-wise. It also o�ers the opportunity to tip 
the hat to some favorite movies and shows.

“We were able to draw on her catalog, and 
also we selected di�erent covers like Roy Or-
bison and things where we wanted to make 
cinematic references to movies we like,” Trill-
ing says. “When we �rst meet her, she’s singing 
the Kenny Rogers ‘Just Dropped In’ song, that 
was from �e Big Lebowski. [Orbison’s] ‘In 
Dreams’ was from Blue Velvet. So there were 
times where we were doing little cinematic 
winks with the covers, and other times we were 
able to just draw on her catalog.”

It all worked out perfectly for Kay, who had 
just reached the point where she was ready to 
share her new music when she was given the 
part. “I’m so grateful to be part of this fantastic 
series, and they’ve got a killer cast this season,” 
she says. “I am performing in a venue, and 
every scene that I’m in Billy is in. I may have 
a line or two, I don’t know. Mostly it’s my lyrics 
and my presence that is part of the exposition. 
I got to be who I am on stage. I didn’t have to 
ful�ll another vision. �e director Larry is a 
joy to work with. He gave me great direction 
and also let me do what I do, which is very 
exciting. To be in a TV show playing yourself 
— that’s pretty great.”

It really is, and she nailed the part. As Trill-
ing says in conclusion, it’s perhaps undersell-
ing her performance a little to simply say she’s 
“being herself.”

“We were looking for a really particular tone 
in there, which is cool and spooky and a little 
bit kitschy but also fantastic and that’s what she 
does so well,” he says. “�read the needle of all 
these di�erent tones, while being a fantastic 
musician at the same time.”

Singer, actress, business owner — is there 
anything she can’t do?

Black & Gold is available October 4. See Lyn-
da Kay on Goliath now, on Amazon Prime.

“YOU CAN’T PUSH 
SOMETHING LIKE 
THAT. IT NEEDED A 
PROPER SPACE. HE 
SOUNDS SO REVEALING 
AND EMOTIONAL 
— IT’S COMPLETELY 
DIFFERENT THAN 
HIS FANTASTIC 
GNARLY VOCALS IN 
MOTÖRHEAD.”  
–LYNDA KAY 
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13of my voice which is contralto, the same as 
Patsy Cline and Karen Carpenter. Since Lone-
some Spurs, I have three more octave ranges. 
�at I would say is the biggest change vocally. 
Back then I was playing a four-string guitar 
and since 2008 I’ve been playing Gretsch six-
strings.”

Contralto is de�ned as the lowest singing 
voice type for females. As well as Cline and 
Carpenter, famous non-operatic contraltos 
include Brandy, Fiona Apple, Cher and Lana 
Del Rey. 

“It’s very rare and I don’t know exactly why 
that is,” Kay says. “I think women are o�en en-
couraged to sing in their highest range. I think 
that started with opera and classical music. I 
made it a point to try to �nd my proper range. 
I started working on that really seriously in the 
last ten years. I love Janis Joplin and I would try 
to hit my scratchy range but I do better when 
I’m not trying to hit it — �nding the range 
where that happens naturally.”

�e new album Black & Gold is very delib-
erately split into two parts which were initially 
intended to be two separate release — �e 
Women in Black (which seems to call out to 
Johnny Cash) and �e Lady in Gold. Black, she 
says, is the rootsy, country, Memphis soul side, 
while Gold is the lush, string-�lled orches-
tral side. Both are very much parts of Kay’s 
personality.

“�ere was a period of time for several years 
where I wasn’t doing any country music,” she 
says. “But I discovered that I was really miss-
ing my country roots and I wanted to push 
the envelope on those. �e other thing that 
happened was, I was given permission to re-
lease a country song that I wrote and recorded 
with Lemmy Kilmister of Motörhead. I took 
that as another sign and as an opportunity to 
do an amalgam of sorts, both sides of me as 
a musician coming together on one double 
album. �e way I look at it is, the Gold album 
is the dinner album, and the Black album is 
for the a�erparty.”

�at all brings us neatly to Lemmy, who 
of course le� this realm in 2015. (Has it re-
ally been nearly four years?) Any previously 
unreleased music featuring the great man is 
obviously going to be of huge interest to his 
masses of fans, as is the case here. “�e Mask” 
is the sweet country ballad recorded by Kay 
and Kilmister, the third track on the Black 
side of the album.

“In 2009, I met Billy Bob �ornton,” Kay 
says. “Billy and I �gured out that we have a lot 
of friends in common. We really connected, 
and so at the time he was living in Slash’s old 
house in Beverly Hills, and Slash had built a 
recording studio in the basement. I used to 
hang out there all the time — they used to joke 
I was the Angie Dickinson to their Rat Pack. 
I was totally cool with that. I was hanging out 
there one night and Billy said, ‘I heard you’ve 
got some really great songs — why don’t you 
play me some of them.’ We recorded a duet 
that night. �at same night, Jonny was seeing 
a show at the Whisky. I parked in a lot and had 

to walk by the Rainbow so I went in to say hi to 
Lemmy. He sees me and says ‘Hey, where you 
been?’ I said, ‘I was just recording a duet with 
Billy Bob �ornton.’ He stops looking at his 
video poker machine, turns around, looks at 
me, and says ‘When are we gonna do a duet?’”

So they did. �e next week they got together 
and Lemmy pulled out the rough beginnings 
of a song that he had started in 1979. �e pair 
�nished writing it together, recorded it in-be-
tween Motörhead sessions, and that became 
“�e Mask.” Sadly, there wasn’t the opportuni-
ty to release it while Lemmy was alive.

“You can’t push something like that,” Kay 
says. “It needed a proper space. He sounds 
so revealing and emotional — it’s completely 
di�erent than his fantastic gnarly vocals in 
Motörhead. We ended up getting permission 
this year to release the track from his estate 
and management, and we couldn’t be more 

grateful to them for that. If it wasn’t his last, it 
was one of them.”

Kay con�rms the stories that countless peo-
ple have already told  that Lemmy was a warm, 
wonderful gentleman. 

“He was an incredibly gracious human, 
absolutely hysterical, best storyteller I ever 
knew, and I would make him repeat jokes to 
me because his delivery was so impeccable,” 
she says. “I miss him a lot. I would hang with 
him and watch rock documentaries and Law 
& Order, or he would read poetry.”

�at Billy Bob �ornton link provides us 
with another handy transition. It is he that 
Kay is now working with on Goliath, the Am-
azon show about a down-on-his luck lawyer 
(�ornton) trying to pull himself back up. 
Kay, as the nightclub singer, is playing herself.

“I am playing my songs, and then they have 
requested that I record some cover songs for 
the show,” she says. “I knew about the show and 
I loved it because it always had the Santa Mon-
ica Pier, the Boardwalk and everything which 
is part of our neighborhood, so I appreciated 
the location. Plus Billy is not only a friend 

but a phenomenal actor so 
I had to check it out. Jonny 
got contacted about having 
me be in the show by the 
casting director, so that was 
very exciting.”

Director Lawrence Trill-
ing met Lynda through Bil-
ly Bob �ornton. 

“When we started think-
ing about our new season of 
Goliath, we wanted to have 
this surrealistic, almost Da-
vid Lynch-like casino and 
we were looking for the 
house band that was gon-
na give the right mood and 
vibe to the casino. As soon 
as Billy Bob read the script, 
he said ‘We have got to get 
Lynda Kay for this — she is 
perfect.’ He was dead right.”

The choice of music is 
vitally important, as it pro-

vides some exposition to what is going on 
plot-wise. It also o�ers the opportunity to tip 
the hat to some favorite movies and shows.

“We were able to draw on her catalog, and 
also we selected di�erent covers like Roy Or-
bison and things where we wanted to make 
cinematic references to movies we like,” Trill-
ing says. “When we �rst meet her, she’s singing 
the Kenny Rogers ‘Just Dropped In’ song, that 
was from �e Big Lebowski. [Orbison’s] ‘In 
Dreams’ was from Blue Velvet. So there were 
times where we were doing little cinematic 
winks with the covers, and other times we were 
able to just draw on her catalog.”

It all worked out perfectly for Kay, who had 
just reached the point where she was ready to 
share her new music when she was given the 
part. “I’m so grateful to be part of this fantastic 
series, and they’ve got a killer cast this season,” 
she says. “I am performing in a venue, and 
every scene that I’m in Billy is in. I may have 
a line or two, I don’t know. Mostly it’s my lyrics 
and my presence that is part of the exposition. 
I got to be who I am on stage. I didn’t have to 
ful�ll another vision. �e director Larry is a 
joy to work with. He gave me great direction 
and also let me do what I do, which is very 
exciting. To be in a TV show playing yourself 
— that’s pretty great.”

It really is, and she nailed the part. As Trill-
ing says in conclusion, it’s perhaps undersell-
ing her performance a little to simply say she’s 
“being herself.”

“We were looking for a really particular tone 
in there, which is cool and spooky and a little 
bit kitschy but also fantastic and that’s what she 
does so well,” he says. “�read the needle of all 
these di�erent tones, while being a fantastic 
musician at the same time.”

Singer, actress, business owner — is there 
anything she can’t do?

Black & Gold is available October 4. See Lyn-
da Kay on Goliath now, on Amazon Prime.

“YOU CAN’T PUSH 
SOMETHING LIKE 
THAT. IT NEEDED A 
PROPER SPACE. HE 
SOUNDS SO REVEALING 
AND EMOTIONAL 
— IT’S COMPLETELY 
DIFFERENT THAN 
HIS FANTASTIC 
GNARLY VOCALS IN 
MOTÖRHEAD.”  
–LYNDA KAY 
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HOT AND COLD — 
IN A GOOD WAY 
Chris Robbins, the chef behind LN2, dedicates his 
cra� and culinary creations to his mother’s struggles
BY MICHELE STUEVEN

Named a�er the chemical sym-
bol for liquid nitrogen, LN2 
in West Hollywood is home 
to diverse culinary dishes from 
�re to ice created by chef Chris 

Robbins and wife Mica Ray in a space that 
blends three restaurants into one.

A state-of-the-art wood-�red oven is situat-
ed at the end of an elegant bar which sits across 
from the nitrogen ice cream storefront. While 
signature pizzas like caramelized �g with blue 
cheese and duck con�t with butternut squash 
and plum hoisin sizzle, Robbins whips up a 
batch of Madagascar vanilla bean ice cream in 
under �ve minutes. Ray is busy pounding out 
a frozen blueberry smash cocktail at the bar 
which changes colors of the rainbow.

“I had a bit of a wild adolescence and the 
kitchen grounded me,” Robbins, the son of 
a �re�ghter and nurse tells L.A. Weekly. “My 
mother had  an issue with eating disorders, 
I think that’s why I developed this need  to 
feed people. She was the oldest of several kids 
and there was a lot of pressure on her to help 
raise them. Her parents were very strict, and 
everybody was expected to be perfect.  She was 
a loving mother and a wonderful nurse. She 

was only 42 when I lost her, which is my age 
now. She was severely malnourished and thin 
and �nally just gave up emotionally.”

�at experience helped give Robbins — who 
started out at 17 as a dishwasher and worked 
his way up the old school French kitchen style 
ranks to sous chef at Patina and beyond to 
executive chef —  the drive to see the satis-
faction in people eating food. “Seeing that 
enjoyment makes me happy,” he says of his 
mercurial concept.

In between the �re and ice, that enjoyment 
can be found in LN2’s Bu�alo duck wings with 
sriracha-tangerine glaze and 36-hour pork 
belly with kimchee puree, fried rice, cucum-
ber, orange and minted peas topped with a hen 
egg. �e hamachi is a delicious sculpture of aji 
amarillo, kizami, wasabi, lime, apple, avocado 
and shoyu pearls.

For a complete departure, the backyard pa-
tio is an airy light space perfect for brunch 
in the heart of  WeHo, with items like a keto 
frittata with avocado, tomato, grilled shrimp, 
sweet peppers, kohlrabi, Swiss cheese and pea 
tendrils.

LN2,  7212 Melrose Ave., West Hollywood; 
(323) 917-5178.

F O O D

Duck con�t pizza

PHOTO BY MICHELE STUEVEN

VENICE
10101 Venice Blvd. • Culver City
(310) 202-7003
FULL BAR • SUSHI BAR

LOS ANGELES
998 S. Robertson Blvd • Los Angeles
(310) 855-9380
FULL BAR • VALET PARKING

Dine in • Delivery • Take Out • Order online 
www.nataleethai.com

AUTHENTIC THAI FOOD

30 items

MINIMUM TWO PERSONS
-WE ONLY USE USDA CHOICE AND PRIME MEAT -

USDA Prime Beef Brisket, Marinated USDA Choice Beef Short Rib, Unmarinated USDA Choice Beef Short Rib, USDA Prime Steak, Marinated Black Angus Rib 
Eye (Bulgogi), Premium Black Angus Beef Belly, Premium Black Angus Beef Tongue, Marinated Choice Beef Rib Finger, Thin Sliced Canadian Pork Belly, 
Thick Sliced Canadian Pork Belly, Spicy Thin Sliced Canadian Pork Belly, Pork Shoulder, BBQ Chicken, BBQ Squid,Shrimp, Small Octopus, Hot Dogs, Beef 
Abomasum (Intestine), Spicy Beef Honeycomb Tripe, Mushroom, Onion, Salad, Kimchi Pancake, Steamed Egg, Steamed Rice, Soybean Paste Soup, Rice 
Wrap , Radish Wrap, Kimchi Fried Rice (Regular or Mozzarella Cheese on), Beef Abomasum (Intestine), Spicy Beef Honeycomb Tripe, Mushroom, Onion, 

Salad, Kimchi Pancake, Steamed Egg, Steamed Rice, Soybean Paste Soup, Rice Wrap , Radish Wrap,Kimchi Fried Rice (Regular or Mozzarella Cheese on)

Lunch / $25.99 / 11am – 3pm, on Weekdays, Except Holidays • Dinner / $27.99 / 3:00pm to Closing Weekdays, All day on Weekends and Holidays

$27 99
+Tax Dinner$2599

+Tax Lunch

ALL YOU CAN EAT Menu 30 itemsALL YOU CAN EAT Menu 30 items
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SPONSORED BY: PRODUCED BY:

1212 Restaurant
Border Grill

bushi by JINYA
Castaway Restaurant

& Events Center
Cattle & Claw
chocoMe

CJ Boyd’s Fried Chicken
Ike’s Love & Sandwiches

Jaffa
Fig & Olive
Free Play

Herringbone Santa Monica
Hock + Hoof

INKO NITO
Jane Q

La Boheme
Larder Baking Co.

Le Grand
Lovely Eats

Miro
Mrs. Fish
Otium

PARKSBBQ
Terranea Resort

Tesse
The Bazaar by José Andrés
The Farm of Beverly Hills

The Fields LA
The Gallery
The Pie Hole

The Rooftop Grill
We Have Noodles

WINERIES
Ascension Cellars
Baker Family Wines
Barrel 33 Big Bear
Bass Note Sangria

Chianti Services Imports
Frisco Cellars
Joya Sangria

Millésimé Cellars
Navarro Vineyards

Oceans Churning Wine
P. Harrell Wines
Quintessential

Schlossadler International Wines
Vina Sympatica Sparkling Wines

Vinemark Cellars
BREWERIES

Angel City Brewing
High Point Brewery
Leashless Brewing

IAN CAUBLETED GLENNON BRIE & NIKKIBELLA

SCOTTCONANTANTONI POROWSKI

®

Food & wine expert of
Netflix series “Queer Eye”

Food network star of “Chopped”
& James Beard Foundation winner

WE champions and cofounders of
Belle Radici wine

Master SommelierAdvanced Sommelier

BUY TICKETS AT
WINEANDFOOD.USATODAY.COM/LOSANGELES

PUBLISHES: OCTOBER 17

BEST  OF L.A. 
FOOD

TO ADVERTISE:
PUBLISHER@LAWEEKLY.COM 
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ArtNight is an ongoing partnership among many cultural institutions 
and the Cultural Affairs Division of the City of Pasadena. More 
information: 626 744-7887. Accessibility and alternative formats: 
626 744-7062: Para español, visite artnightpasadena.org.

ENVISION THE NIGHT

Enjoy a free evening of art, music 
and entertainment as Pasadena’s 
most prominent arts and cultural 
institutions swing open their doors.

 ART
 NIGHT

FRIDAY
OCTOBER 11, 2019
6–10 PM

PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS
A Room to Create / Armory Center 
for the Arts / ArtCenter College 
of Design / artWORKS Teen Center / 
Boston Court Pasadena / City of 
Pasadena–City Hall / The Gamble 
House / Jackie Robinson Community 
Center / Kidspace Children’s 
Museum / Light Bringer Project @ 
Day One / Norton Simon Museum / 
One Colorado / Pasadena Central 
Library / Pasadena Conservatory 
of Music / Pasadena Museum of 
History / Red Hen Press / Side 
Street Projects / Sp[a]ce) / USC 
Pacifi c Asia Museum

FREE SHUTTLES
Free shuttles, running 6–10 p.m., 
will loop throughout the evening 
with stops at each venue. Park at 
any venue and ride to others.

ARTS BUS
Pasadena ARTS Route 10 runs 
along Colorado Boulevard and 
Green Street until 8 p.m. informa-
tion at cityofpasadena.net/artsbus.

METRO GOLD LINE
Attend ArtNight by taking the Metro 
Gold Line to Memorial Park Station 
in Pasadena. Check metro.net for 
information.

artnightpasadena.org
facebook.com/artnightpasadena
twitter.com/ArtNightPas
instagram.com/artnight_pasadena

SOCIAL CRITICISM, 
WITH PLEASURE
Robin F. Williams’ thrilling exhibition at Various Small Fires 
repurposes and subverts famous images from pop culture
BY PAUL MAZIAR

It’s commonly assumed people today are 
totally image driven. Examples of this 
are everywhere you look, from social 
media and symbol-driven messaging 
to the profusion of visual feeds that 

perpetuate the quest for aesthetic perfection. 
Painting has always been a powerful means of 
expression and imagination, be it something 
deep or surface, and its advantages seem all the 
more pronounced the more acutely mediated 
the world becomes. With Pleasure, Robin F. 
Williams’ current exhibition at Various Small 
Fires owns up to its title, if you subvert the 
meaning of that phrase. 

Each of the 11 large, brightly hued pic-
tures throughout the show depicts �gures in 
various scenarios that balance the aesthetic 
pleasure of the visual world with the e�ects 
of its idiocy. Williams’ best attribute is the 
dynamism of her approach: formal virtuosity 
that’s never overshadowed by a keen critical 
look at society. Her feet are planted �rmly on 
the ground and her tongue is in her cheek.

Some of the paintings here, her �rst solo 

exhibition on the West Coast, refer to famous 
or else widely-distributed images. Take for 
example the title painting, Alive With Plea-
sure (2019). On a calm blue shore, two nude 
women steady a man by his ankles, also nude. 
He’s in a headstand pose with a dimwitted 
grin while the two women stand there less 
than pleased. �is oil and acrylic work is 
a reimagining of a Newport Cigarettes ad 
from the 1970s, wherein two women in their 
analogous positions appear jubilant, without 
a care, totally subservient to and impressed 
by the dope whose fall they willingly brace. 

In Williams’ scene, the faces of the women 
bear a formal modeling that’s almost cubist, 
adding to the impression that while the man 
beneath them is clearly enjoying himself, 
no one knows why they’ve signed up for 
the position they’re in, or how much more 
they’re willing to take. �e chosen perspec-
tive is bewildering and Williams’ applica-
tion of paint is a thrill. Her mark-making, 
with that swirl of oil beneath the man’s 
head, looks peculiarly hand-drawn, and the 

vibrant neon aspect of this work’s palette 
reinforces the strangeness of such a scene.

�ese cigarette ads, a lot like contempo-
raneous beer-hawking promotions, �gure 
the product’s relation to sex and sexuality, 
speci�cally privileging the male gaze. While 
the cigarette ad has the bathers clad in swim-
suits, all three are nude in Williams’ painted 
send-up. To me, this is an important lev-
eling with the viewer, an acknowledgment 
that while old advertising campaigns like 
Newport’s were in service of misogyny and 
sex-appeal, a painting can feature nude forms 
foregrounded by deeper content. It’s a new 
century and there are all new perspectives 

to be shared. Her female nudes are much 
more powerful in their skepticism relative 
their positions. �ey could throw this guy 
to the ground at any moment, probably will.

Beyond social criticism — which is, for 
Williams, never heavy-handed—all of the 
paintings in this body of work are charac-
terized by an obvious joy in color and its 
painterly rendering, with depictions that are 
somehow both exacting and playful. Wil-
liams is versed in her form. I mention paint-
erly rendering, but I hasten to add that she’s 
not conventional at all. In some places, this 
work is lushly-applied, textured to the de-
gree that you want to reach out and touch it. 

From painting to painting, Williams in-
vokes Helen Frankenthaler, with soak-or-
stain on raw canvas, or else the masterful 
use of color in Delacroix. In certain areas, 
the paint looks airbrushed on. �is appli-
cation might confound an online view of 
these paintings. With that smoothed-out, 
saturated quality — for example, Ice Queen 
(2019) — coupled with the stylized aspect in 

the dra�ing of her �gures, certain works look 
digitally rendered. �is makes the case for the 
necessity of the exhibition. Any experience 
aside from seeing the show in person will 
simply not due. Having seen pictures of these 
paintings, I really hadn’t seen them at all.

Other of the paintings in Alive With Plea-
sure star famous �gures and scenes that, when 
removed from those source contexts, involve 
the strange or banal tropes of today: vaping, 
virtual assistants, cold brew — and other 
well-known subjects: Kool-Aid, pay-phones, 
patricentricity. Siri Calls for Help (2018) hi-
lariously reimagines a scene from the �lm 
Rosemary’s Baby; the raving look in the eyes 
of Williams’ caller keeps the scene �led right-
ly in the horror category beside the �lm. 

Weathervane (2018) is another painting 
featuring a �gure coming a�er: the famous 
gymnast Cathy Rigby, from the cover of Life 
magazine in 1972. �is is the most stunning 
of the show. Our gymnast has turned her 
gaze back to the viewer, de�antly, resolutely, 
in a balance pose upon a roof, as opposed to 
the beam from the original image. Like other 
of Williams’ characters, she’s nude and with 
a physique that’s oddly realistic and alien 
at the same time. Rigby had sustained an 
injury that took her out of the Olympics 
back in 1972. But Williams’ gymnast is 
self-possessed, poised, unprecarious, un-
fazed by the approaching coal-black storm. 
�at storm cloud invokes a gloom that’s al-
most palpable. Here, Williams used a pum-
ice additive to highly texturize this area of 
the canvas. Every inch of her surfaces are 
considered, labored over, styled, complete.

�e paintings in With Pleasure are per-
haps even more relatable due to a motif 
of female dissent, or a bit of ambivalence. 
Happy-go-lucky can o�en come o� suspect, 
especially in painting. �ere is pleasure to 
be had in a little subversion. You can trust it.

Various Small Fires, 812 N. Highland 
Ave., Hollywood; Tue.-Sat., 10 a.m.-6 p.m., 
through October 26; vsf.la/rw-with-pleasure.

A R T S

Robin F. Williams 
Weathervane 
2018 

Robin F Williams 
Eye on the Time 

2018

Robin F 
Williams 

Cold Brew 
2018

Open 7 Days a Week ‘til 8pm

more specials at www.oubeauty.com  •  Botox Diamond Award

Oh You Beauty, Inc. Dr. Kojian

818.551.1682 130 N. Brand Blvd., Glendale, CA
213.617.1682 125 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, CA

MODEL THE INJECTING 
                   SPECIALISTS 

NOW 2 GREAT LOCATIONS

NAMED BEST MEDISPA
10 YEARS IN A ROW 2009-2018

                   SPECIALISTS                    SPECIALISTS 

$100 OFF TRIO EVENT!
OCTOBER 1 - OCTOBER 10, 2019

LA’S MOST
CELEBRATED &

FRIENDLY INJECTORS

Dr. Kojian, Owner

NO SURGERY • NO 
NEEDLES

NO DOWNTIME

FREEZE THE FAT AWAY
PERMANENTLY
• NEW Low Prices

• CoolSculpting
University Certifi ed

• All the New
CoolSculpting Handles

PURCHASE 24+ UNITS OF

$795 Per
Unit  FOR JUST

1st Syringe ............$395
2nd Syringe ...........$375

*Recommended 1-3 vials
for fi rst treatment and

1-2 for second.

NOW

$200 OFF  

PER VIAL

REMOVE FAT PERMANENTLY

No Double Chin. No Surgery. No Kidding.

PER VIAL

NOW

$395*

&
PURCHASE 60+ UNITS OF DYSPORT AT

$2.95**
PER UNIT

**3 DYSPORT UNITS EQUIVALENT IN STRENGTH TO 1 BOTOX UNIT
VISIT OUBEAUTY.COM OR CALL FOR MINIMAL RESTRICTIONS

*GOOD TOWARDS YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF RESTYLANE

FAMILY OF FILLERS

Restylane-L (1.0 cc)       
Restylane Lyft (1.0 cc)

Restylane Silk (1.0 cc)

NEW! Defyne (1.0 cc)

NEW! Refyne (1.0 cc)

$395
$395
$395
$495
$495

REG PRICE

$355
$355
$355
$455
$455

1st SYRINGE

+ Earn $20
Restylane Bucks!*

FAMILY OF FILLERS

PURCHASE 24+ UNITS OF BOTOX AT
$8.95 PER UNIT & 

SAVE BIG ON JUVEDERM
*EARN LOYALTY POINTS TOWARDS YOUR NEXT TREATMENT.
VISIT OUBEAUTY.COM OR CALL FOR MINIMAL RESTRICTIONS

FAMILY OF FILLERS

$100 OFF

TRIO

ULTRA XC (1.0 cc)

ULTRA+ XC (1.0 cc)

VOLUMA XC (1.0 cc) 

VOLBELLA XC (1.0 cc)

VOLLURE XC (1.0 cc)

$360*
$360*
$535*
$435*
$435*

2nd SYRINGE

$195
Maybe the best chemical peel

you’ll ever have

$350 
+ FREE AFTER-CARE KIT 

FDA Approved
Appetite Suppressant.

$89
30-day Supply

NO EXAM FEE

OCT SPECIALS
Lightsheer™ Hair

Removal

60% OFF
UNTIL 10/31/19

The Industry Gold Standard for
Laser Hair Removal

**Loyalty points on next Botox, Juvederm
treatment or Latisse, while supplies last.

5ml BOTTLE $139
PLUS $10 LOYALTY POINTS

PHENTERMINE WEIGHT
LOSS PROGRAM

$130 OFF

TRIO

$100 OFF
TRIO

$335
$335
$335
$435
$435

2nd SYRINGE

$380
$380
$555
$455
$455

1st SYRINGE

&

$20
$20
$30
$30
$30

“1.5cc Jumbo 
Syringe”

AND GET

LOYALTY 
POINTS EARNED
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SOCIAL CRITICISM, 
WITH PLEASURE
Robin F. Williams’ thrilling exhibition at Various Small Fires 
repurposes and subverts famous images from pop culture
BY PAUL MAZIAR

It’s commonly assumed people today are 
totally image driven. Examples of this 
are everywhere you look, from social 
media and symbol-driven messaging 
to the profusion of visual feeds that 

perpetuate the quest for aesthetic perfection. 
Painting has always been a powerful means of 
expression and imagination, be it something 
deep or surface, and its advantages seem all the 
more pronounced the more acutely mediated 
the world becomes. With Pleasure, Robin F. 
Williams’ current exhibition at Various Small 
Fires owns up to its title, if you subvert the 
meaning of that phrase. 

Each of the 11 large, brightly hued pic-
tures throughout the show depicts �gures in 
various scenarios that balance the aesthetic 
pleasure of the visual world with the e�ects 
of its idiocy. Williams’ best attribute is the 
dynamism of her approach: formal virtuosity 
that’s never overshadowed by a keen critical 
look at society. Her feet are planted �rmly on 
the ground and her tongue is in her cheek.

Some of the paintings here, her �rst solo 

exhibition on the West Coast, refer to famous 
or else widely-distributed images. Take for 
example the title painting, Alive With Plea-
sure (2019). On a calm blue shore, two nude 
women steady a man by his ankles, also nude. 
He’s in a headstand pose with a dimwitted 
grin while the two women stand there less 
than pleased. �is oil and acrylic work is 
a reimagining of a Newport Cigarettes ad 
from the 1970s, wherein two women in their 
analogous positions appear jubilant, without 
a care, totally subservient to and impressed 
by the dope whose fall they willingly brace. 

In Williams’ scene, the faces of the women 
bear a formal modeling that’s almost cubist, 
adding to the impression that while the man 
beneath them is clearly enjoying himself, 
no one knows why they’ve signed up for 
the position they’re in, or how much more 
they’re willing to take. �e chosen perspec-
tive is bewildering and Williams’ applica-
tion of paint is a thrill. Her mark-making, 
with that swirl of oil beneath the man’s 
head, looks peculiarly hand-drawn, and the 

vibrant neon aspect of this work’s palette 
reinforces the strangeness of such a scene.

�ese cigarette ads, a lot like contempo-
raneous beer-hawking promotions, �gure 
the product’s relation to sex and sexuality, 
speci�cally privileging the male gaze. While 
the cigarette ad has the bathers clad in swim-
suits, all three are nude in Williams’ painted 
send-up. To me, this is an important lev-
eling with the viewer, an acknowledgment 
that while old advertising campaigns like 
Newport’s were in service of misogyny and 
sex-appeal, a painting can feature nude forms 
foregrounded by deeper content. It’s a new 
century and there are all new perspectives 

to be shared. Her female nudes are much 
more powerful in their skepticism relative 
their positions. �ey could throw this guy 
to the ground at any moment, probably will.

Beyond social criticism — which is, for 
Williams, never heavy-handed—all of the 
paintings in this body of work are charac-
terized by an obvious joy in color and its 
painterly rendering, with depictions that are 
somehow both exacting and playful. Wil-
liams is versed in her form. I mention paint-
erly rendering, but I hasten to add that she’s 
not conventional at all. In some places, this 
work is lushly-applied, textured to the de-
gree that you want to reach out and touch it. 

From painting to painting, Williams in-
vokes Helen Frankenthaler, with soak-or-
stain on raw canvas, or else the masterful 
use of color in Delacroix. In certain areas, 
the paint looks airbrushed on. �is appli-
cation might confound an online view of 
these paintings. With that smoothed-out, 
saturated quality — for example, Ice Queen 
(2019) — coupled with the stylized aspect in 

the dra�ing of her �gures, certain works look 
digitally rendered. �is makes the case for the 
necessity of the exhibition. Any experience 
aside from seeing the show in person will 
simply not due. Having seen pictures of these 
paintings, I really hadn’t seen them at all.

Other of the paintings in Alive With Plea-
sure star famous �gures and scenes that, when 
removed from those source contexts, involve 
the strange or banal tropes of today: vaping, 
virtual assistants, cold brew — and other 
well-known subjects: Kool-Aid, pay-phones, 
patricentricity. Siri Calls for Help (2018) hi-
lariously reimagines a scene from the �lm 
Rosemary’s Baby; the raving look in the eyes 
of Williams’ caller keeps the scene �led right-
ly in the horror category beside the �lm. 

Weathervane (2018) is another painting 
featuring a �gure coming a�er: the famous 
gymnast Cathy Rigby, from the cover of Life 
magazine in 1972. �is is the most stunning 
of the show. Our gymnast has turned her 
gaze back to the viewer, de�antly, resolutely, 
in a balance pose upon a roof, as opposed to 
the beam from the original image. Like other 
of Williams’ characters, she’s nude and with 
a physique that’s oddly realistic and alien 
at the same time. Rigby had sustained an 
injury that took her out of the Olympics 
back in 1972. But Williams’ gymnast is 
self-possessed, poised, unprecarious, un-
fazed by the approaching coal-black storm. 
�at storm cloud invokes a gloom that’s al-
most palpable. Here, Williams used a pum-
ice additive to highly texturize this area of 
the canvas. Every inch of her surfaces are 
considered, labored over, styled, complete.

�e paintings in With Pleasure are per-
haps even more relatable due to a motif 
of female dissent, or a bit of ambivalence. 
Happy-go-lucky can o�en come o� suspect, 
especially in painting. �ere is pleasure to 
be had in a little subversion. You can trust it.

Various Small Fires, 812 N. Highland 
Ave., Hollywood; Tue.-Sat., 10 a.m.-6 p.m., 
through October 26; vsf.la/rw-with-pleasure.

A R T S

Robin F. Williams 
Weathervane 
2018 

Robin F Williams 
Eye on the Time 

2018

Robin F 
Williams 

Cold Brew 
2018
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LATINO LESSONS
How John Leguizamo’s one-man show schools us all       
BY JOHN LECARO

John Leguizamo’s gi� for acting is some-
thing all of us who’ve seen his TV and 
movie roles already know — From Carli-
to’s Way to Moulin Rouge to ER to the re-
cent Net�ix hit When �ey See Us. But not 

until you see him live on stage, doing comedy, 
dancing, and impersonations, do you become 
truly aware of the scope of the man’s talents. 
In his one-man play, Latin History for Morons, 
currently at the Ahmanson �eatre, Leguiza-
mo displays all these talents while he informs, 
educates and, most of all, entertains in ways 
you won’t soon forget.

�e premise of the play concerns the actor’s 
middle school son who has been bullied and 
called names like “beaner,” which inspires his 
father to share the many reasons he should be 
proud of his Latin heritage. Of course, there are 
plenty of musicians and pop stars — Jennifer 
Lopez, Carlos Santana — to refer to, but what 
about history as taught in school? Leguizamo 
decided to do some homework, reading any 
and all books that might provide accurate in-
formation on this subject. And that is not easy, 
for as we all know, the history books in the 
U.S. have been written to �t the narrative of 
those who wrote them: namely, white America. 
He proceeds to share his own education with 
the audience by actually showing us the books 
from which he quotes the relevant but limited 
information.

�e stage resembles a combination of a living 
room and a school classroom, with a black-
board, chairs and shelves. When the music 
takes over, which is o�en, the quality of the 
sound system along with the lighting e�ects in 
the background are fantastic, and as he dances 
(reminding the audience who brought you tan-
go, mambo, cumbia, etc.) we are immediately 
taken in a new direction. 

Latinos are for the most part Spanish, Indian 
and black, with the remaining 20 percent, well, 
“nobody knows what that fuck it is,” Leguizamo 

notes. He reminds us 
that Latinos fought 
in the American wars 
disproportionately in 
greater numbers and 
were also the most 
decorated group for 
valor and courage, 
and yet, “we are o�en 
made to feel invisible 
in this country.” 

Referring to the 
book A People’s His-
tory of the United 
States by Howard 

Zinn, he shares that Latinos gave America 
tomatoes, potatoes, chocolate, tobacco, anes-
thesia and so much more, while the Europeans 
brought over mostly diseases.  

�e play is continuously moving with in-
formation, and Leguizamo’s fast-talking style, 
�lled with various dialects and recreations from 
the past, bounces around with music, props, 
audience interaction and laughter. I found these 
changes extremely enjoyable. Not once was I 
bored during the two-hour show. As a one-
man show, it is in fact more engrossing than if 
other actors had been on stage. At no time do 
we see or hear from anyone other than Legui-
zamo, nor do we wish we did, for he manages 
to hold our attention completely, engaging us 
with conversation and thoughtful questions 
that feel fresh and improvised. 

Obviously, guidelines and segways are pre-
planned to keep the �ow of the show going 
(you can see the basic structure of the show in 
a version he �lmed last year, currently on Net-
�ix), but from the perspective of the audience, 
his material and delivery appears to come o� 
the top of his head, and the comic timing is on 
par with the best, recalling Robin Williams’ 
frantic stand-up.

�e �nal takeaway from Latin History for 
Morons — which is more relevant than ever 
thanks to our current government — is that 
when it comes to the many contributions of 
Hispanics in the U.S., most of us are not well 
informed. Leguizamo hopes to convey this in 
no uncertain terms and hopefully by bringing 
it to light, to create change. As the play ends, 
we come to realize that the word “moron” does 
indeed apply to most of us… and this comes 
from a Latin man who thought he knew ev-
erything about his own heritage, but found out 
di�erently — and was glad he did. 

For more information, go to centertheatre-
group.org/visit/ahmanson-theatre.

C U L T U R E

John Leguizamo in 
Latin History for 
Morons

PHOTO BY MATTHEW MURPHY

Sign up for free
civilizedgames.com

Sponsored by:

SPORTS · WELLNESS · CULTURE · CANNABIS

Come play. Come watch. Join us.
October 20, 2019, Santa Monica Pier
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Opens tomorrow at the Monica Film Center
Daily at 1:10 3:20 5:30 7:50 and 10:15

Laemmle.com

BARDO BLUES
In conjunction with World Mental Health Day

LA WEEKLY
1/8 PG (4.7292" x 2.5")    THUR 10/3

VIEW THE TRAILER AT WWW.PAINANDGLORYMOVIE.COM

a film by Almodóvar   written and directed by Pedro Almodóvar WWW.SONYCLASSICS.COM

WINNER BEST ACTOR  
ANTONIO BANDERASCANNES FILM 
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LOST IN SPACE
Also: �e closing days of Beyond Fest
BY NATHANIEL BELL

Welcome to L.A. Weekly’s 
Movie Guide, your look 
at the hottest films in 
Los Angeles theaters this 
week — from indie art 

house gems and classics to popcorn-perfect 
blockbusters and new movies garnering buzz. 
Check here every week before you make your 
big screen plans.

Opening wide
Friday, Oct. 4

Lucy in the Sky refers to Lucy Cola (Natalie 
Portman), an astronaut who returns home a�er 
a long mission that leaves her mentally and 
emotionally vulnerable. She gravitates toward 
Mark (Jon Hamm), a fellow spaceman, and 
enters into an a�air with him, alienating her 
from her family. When Mark begins to shi� 
his romantic attention to another woman, she 
starts to unglue. �e main character is based 
loosely on Lisa Novak, the naval �ight o�cer 
charged with the attempted kidnapping of U.S. 
Air Force Captain Colleen Shipman in 2007. 
Noah Hawley’s direction stresses subjectivity 
and disorientation through a magician’s bag 

of fancy visual motifs. 
Joker is the hotly anticipated �rst installment 

of DC Black, an attempt by Warner Bros. to 
launch a series of standalone �lms utilizing the 
DC Comics stock company. �e �lm took the 
top prize at the Venice Film Festival and folks 
are already using words like “frontrunner” to 
describe its Academy Award prospects. Todd 
Phillips’ �lm tells the sad story of Arthur Fleck, 
a struggling, mentally unstable stand-up co-
median trying to make it in Gotham City, and 
his inevitable transformation into the most 
iconic movie villain in comic book history. An 
appearance by Robert De Niro as a talk show 
host who precipitates Arthur’s downfall rati�es 
its Scorsesean aspirations. 

Tuesday, October 8
Little Monsters is a Hulu original movie 

about a zombie outbreak on an idyllic kinder-
garten �eld trip. Lupita Nyong’o proves deadly 
with a shovel in this gross-out comedy featuring 
oodles of gore and splashes of broad humor, the 
lion’s share of which is provided by Josh Gad as a 
famous child entertainer. �e �lm also features 
Alexander England as the third part of a love 

triangle. Abe Forsythe wrote and directed this 
cheerfully violent lark, which will play for one 
day in theaters and then exclusively on Hulu 
on October 11. 

Limited
Friday, October 4

Game Day stars Elizabeth Alderfer as a tech 
whiz whose e�orts to impress her new boss 
involve signing up for the company basketball 
team, of which she is the sole female player. �e 

only problem is that she can neither dribble nor 
shoot. �is leads her to seek the tutelage of a 
street-smart teenager (Romeo Miller), and an 
unlikely friendship blossoms. Romeo Miller 
and Master P provide the original score to this 
low budget indie directed by John Susman. Lae-
mmle Music Hall, 9036 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly 
Hills, Fri., Oct. 4, various showtimes; $9-$12. 
(310) 478-3836, laemmle.com. 

In Semper Fi, Jai Courtney plays Cal, a 
straight-laced cop who holds a second job in 
the Marine Corps Reserve. A�er his brother 
gets in a brawl that puts him in prison, Cal’s 
loyalty to the law is put to the test. Enlisting 
the help of his Marine buddies, he resolves to 
organize a scheme to liberate his brother from 
the slammer. “Semper �” means “always faith-
ful,” and it’s a clever title for this morally tricky 
thriller about family and the limits of honor. 
Director Henry-Alex Rubin (who garnered an 
Oscar nomination for the documentary Mur-
derball) co-wrote the screenplay with former 
army Captain Sean Mullin. Laemmle Music 
Hall, 9036 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Fri., Oct. 
4, various showtimes; $9-$12. (310) 478-3836, 
laemmle.com. 

Harpoon is an indie horror comedy about 
three pals (Munro Chambers, Emily Tyra, 
and Christopher Gray) adri� on a yacht in the 
middle of the ocean. �eir friendship is tested 
in the most brutal of ways as secrets rise to the 
surface like dead �sh. Rob Grant wrote and di-
rected this grisly genre exercise that will screen 
at Sitges Catalonian Film Festival in Spain later 
this month. Comedian Brett Gelman does the 
wry narration. �e Frida Cinema, 305 E. 4th St 
#100, Santa Ana; Fri., Oct. 4; various showtimes; 

$7.50 - $12; (714) 285-9422, the-
fridacinema.org. 

Beyond Fest, “the highest-at-
tended genre �lm festival in the 
U.S.,” is heading into its �nal few 
days at the Egyptian Theatre. 
There’s still time to catch the 
West Coast premiere of the 4K 
restoration of �e Living Dead of 
Manchester Morgue (October 4, 
10;:30 p.m.), Jorge Grau’s psycho-
tronic zombie �lm of 1974. �e 
Evil Dead Reimagined (October 
5, 4 p.m.) takes Sam Raimi’s 1981 
cult classic and adds a live score  
by Joe LoDuca to create an en-
tirely new aesthetic experience. 
For new o�erings, check out the 
nerve-racking backwoods thrill-
er Blood on Her Name (October 
5, 8 p.m.), directed by Matthew 
Pope from a screenplay by Pope 
and Don M. �ompson, starring 
Bethany Anne Lind as a woman 
who kills a man in self-defense 
and hides the body, only to be 
visited by the demons of fear and 
guilt. Egyptian Theatre, 6712 
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood; 
(323) 466-3456, americancine-
mathequecalendar.com.

Saturday, October 5
�e Outlaw, Howard Hughes’s 1943 Produc-

tion Code-pushing western, made Jane Rus-
sell by exploiting her sex appeal to the utmost. 
�e plot has something to do with Pat Garrett 
(�omas Mitchell), Billy the Kid (Jack Buetel), 
and Doc Holliday (Walter Huston), but you 
probably won’t remember any of it the next 
day. Hughes took over direction a�er �ring 
Howard Hawks, and his eccentric tempera-
ment can be sensed in practically every scene. 
Je�rey Richardson, author of Howard Hughes 
and the Creation of Modern Hollywood, will 
introduce this special screening at �e Autry. 
Seats are free with museum admission. Wells 
Fargo �eater at Autry Museum of the Ameri-
can West, 4700 Western Heritage Way, Gri�th 
Park; Sat., Oct. 5, 1:30 p.m.; free with museum 
admission. (323) 667-2000, theautry.org.

Also opening Friday, Oct. 4: Cuck; �e Cur-
rent War; Dilili in Paris; Dolemite Is My Name; 
Low Tide; Memory: Origins of Alien; Pain and 
Glory; Pretenders; Rogue Warfare; Sometimes 
Always Never; Wrinkles the Clown.

F I L M

Natalie Portman in 
Lucy in the Sky
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SOMEWHERE 
OVER THE 
RAINBOW
Judy features a strong script and supporting cast 
backing Renée Zellweger’s tour de force performance 
BY ASHER LUBERTO

W hat couldn’t Judy Gar-
land do? The singer/
dance and Academy 
Award-winning ac-
tress starred in two of 

the greatest �lms ever made by the age of 
22. In �e Wizard of Oz, she was as bright 
as Technicolor, and her Dorothy became an 
icon of American cinema. Later, she starred 
in Meet Me in St. Louis, a musical so opti-
mistic it made Missouri look like a place 

everyone might want to vacation. Judy, the 
acclaimed new about movie about the leg-
end’s life, is suitably adept and multifaceted. 
From tender start to �awless �nish, it does 
what every movie in its genre hopes to do 
— make someone who is a “one of a kind” 
feel relatable.

In L.A., it’s especially easy to see a celebri-
ty — or someone with fame or riches — and 
assume they have it all �gured out. But no 
one has it all �gured out. �at goes for the 

folks you see walking down the street, and it 
even goes for a superstar like Judy Garland. 
She seemed to be on top of the world. From 
1939 to 1961, everyone wanted her beaming 
charisma and gi� for song in their projects.

But director Rupert Goold isn’t concerned 
with her larger-than-life persona or the glory 
days. He’s gutted the formula that made A 
Star is Born (Garland and Lady Gaga’s ver-
sions) successful. Instead of a timeline chron-
icling the glitzy and glamorous, aspirational 
facets of stardom, Judy mostly focuses on an 
actress’ climb to the top and later, her fall to 
the bottom. We’re a long way from the yellow 
brick road.

�e journey starts at the end. �e time is 
1969. �e place is London. And the story, 
based on a Peter Quiller theater piece, plays 
out over the last year of her life. She has two 
adorable kids. But she’s worried they won’t be 
hers for long. Her alcoholic ex (Rufus Sewell) 
is biting at her heels for custody. Money isn’t 
what it used to be. So, she goes to the only 

place that treats old stars like her as royalty 
— England! At �rst she’s reluctant to perform 
in Britain. What does she have without her 
kids? Does she still have it in her mid-40s?

�e buildup to the �rst performance (45 
minutes into the �lm) is suspenseful and 
exciting. When she �nally belts out “Be My-
self,” it’s a weight o� all of our shoulders and 
it’s wonderful. It also gives the actress playing 
Garland a chance to do some singing of her 
own, and she’s got the chops.

What you’ve been hearing is true. Renée 
Zellweger gives a tour de force performance, 
both on and o� the stage. She may be an odd 
choice. �e only thing Zellweger and Garland 
have in common is a sense that, despite hav-
ing an excess of talent, the industry almost 
le� them both behind in later phases of their 
careers. She slips into the role seamlessly — 
expressive lips, teary eyes and shoulders so 
slouched it looks as if her dress could slip 
o� at any moment. Just like Judy. Shout out 
to the hair and makeup designers, as well as 
Jany Temime’s fab costumes, which provide 
a near cloning of Garland’s image.

Although Garland’s comeback tour didn’t 
go as planned, Zellweger’s couldn’t be going 
better. �e actress has been brilliant before 
— in Bridget Jones, Chicago and Jerry Ma-
guire. What’s new here is the award-worthy 
broadness of the role. With Garland she can 
be both weary and whimsical, instead of just 
being one or the other. When she’s overdos-
ing on pills in a hotel, Zellweger shape-shi�s 
into a downer. When she’s trying to keep up 
her image in public, she’s quite funny. A man 
introduces her as “the greatest entertainer 
in the world,” to which she replies, “Frank 
Sinatra’s here?”

Zellweger, who won an Academy Award 
for Best Supporting Actress in Cold Moun-
tain back in 2004 and has been nominated 
two other times, isn’t the only one worthy of 
an Oscar buzz here. Despite a title that sug-
gests a one-woman-show, Judy is very much a 
team e�ort. Tom Edge’s script is particularly 
noteworthy. �e story is old fashioned, to be 
sure, though no less anachronistic than the 
other biopics playing across the hall. It also 
bene�ts by following a similar path to Wizard 
of Oz. In that seminal picture a scarecrow 
needed a brain, a tin man needed a heart and 
a lion needed courage. In this one, the pit 
stops include: a husband who needs a brain 
(Finn Wittrock), an agent who needs a heart 
(Jessie Buckley) and a gay couple who need 
courage. �ey all �nd what they’re looking 
for in Judy, just as she �nds what she’s looking 
for in them.

�e �lmmaker is also smart enough to use 
�ashbacks as a means to elicit her endless 
search for human connection. Yes, it’s an 
overused device. �at doesn’t stop scenes 
with the Weinstein-like Louis B. Mayor 
(MGM) from resonating. “In every town 
there’s a girl prettier than you, thinner than 
you,” he growls at the 8-year- old Judy. He’s 
controlled her into thinking that the stage is 
all that matters.

By the end, she comes to terms with what 
really matters in life. And it’s thrilling to see 
the icon — the relatable icon — �nd that 
resolution. What’s more, to �nd it on the 
stage singing “Somewhere Over the Rain-
bow.” Being back with Judy — even if it isn’t 
the “real” Judy — is like coming back home 
from a long, exhausting trip. It’s a reminder 
that there’s no place like home, and no one 
like Garland.

F I L M

Renée Zellweger in 
Judy
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SOMEWHERE 
OVER THE 
RAINBOW
Judy features a strong script and supporting cast 
backing Renée Zellweger’s tour de force performance 
BY ASHER LUBERTO

W hat couldn’t Judy Gar-
land do? The singer/
dance and Academy 
Award-winning ac-
tress starred in two of 

the greatest �lms ever made by the age of 
22. In �e Wizard of Oz, she was as bright 
as Technicolor, and her Dorothy became an 
icon of American cinema. Later, she starred 
in Meet Me in St. Louis, a musical so opti-
mistic it made Missouri look like a place 

everyone might want to vacation. Judy, the 
acclaimed new about movie about the leg-
end’s life, is suitably adept and multifaceted. 
From tender start to �awless �nish, it does 
what every movie in its genre hopes to do 
— make someone who is a “one of a kind” 
feel relatable.

In L.A., it’s especially easy to see a celebri-
ty — or someone with fame or riches — and 
assume they have it all �gured out. But no 
one has it all �gured out. �at goes for the 

folks you see walking down the street, and it 
even goes for a superstar like Judy Garland. 
She seemed to be on top of the world. From 
1939 to 1961, everyone wanted her beaming 
charisma and gi� for song in their projects.

But director Rupert Goold isn’t concerned 
with her larger-than-life persona or the glory 
days. He’s gutted the formula that made A 
Star is Born (Garland and Lady Gaga’s ver-
sions) successful. Instead of a timeline chron-
icling the glitzy and glamorous, aspirational 
facets of stardom, Judy mostly focuses on an 
actress’ climb to the top and later, her fall to 
the bottom. We’re a long way from the yellow 
brick road.

�e journey starts at the end. �e time is 
1969. �e place is London. And the story, 
based on a Peter Quiller theater piece, plays 
out over the last year of her life. She has two 
adorable kids. But she’s worried they won’t be 
hers for long. Her alcoholic ex (Rufus Sewell) 
is biting at her heels for custody. Money isn’t 
what it used to be. So, she goes to the only 

place that treats old stars like her as royalty 
— England! At �rst she’s reluctant to perform 
in Britain. What does she have without her 
kids? Does she still have it in her mid-40s?

�e buildup to the �rst performance (45 
minutes into the �lm) is suspenseful and 
exciting. When she �nally belts out “Be My-
self,” it’s a weight o� all of our shoulders and 
it’s wonderful. It also gives the actress playing 
Garland a chance to do some singing of her 
own, and she’s got the chops.

What you’ve been hearing is true. Renée 
Zellweger gives a tour de force performance, 
both on and o� the stage. She may be an odd 
choice. �e only thing Zellweger and Garland 
have in common is a sense that, despite hav-
ing an excess of talent, the industry almost 
le� them both behind in later phases of their 
careers. She slips into the role seamlessly — 
expressive lips, teary eyes and shoulders so 
slouched it looks as if her dress could slip 
o� at any moment. Just like Judy. Shout out 
to the hair and makeup designers, as well as 
Jany Temime’s fab costumes, which provide 
a near cloning of Garland’s image.

Although Garland’s comeback tour didn’t 
go as planned, Zellweger’s couldn’t be going 
better. �e actress has been brilliant before 
— in Bridget Jones, Chicago and Jerry Ma-
guire. What’s new here is the award-worthy 
broadness of the role. With Garland she can 
be both weary and whimsical, instead of just 
being one or the other. When she’s overdos-
ing on pills in a hotel, Zellweger shape-shi�s 
into a downer. When she’s trying to keep up 
her image in public, she’s quite funny. A man 
introduces her as “the greatest entertainer 
in the world,” to which she replies, “Frank 
Sinatra’s here?”

Zellweger, who won an Academy Award 
for Best Supporting Actress in Cold Moun-
tain back in 2004 and has been nominated 
two other times, isn’t the only one worthy of 
an Oscar buzz here. Despite a title that sug-
gests a one-woman-show, Judy is very much a 
team e�ort. Tom Edge’s script is particularly 
noteworthy. �e story is old fashioned, to be 
sure, though no less anachronistic than the 
other biopics playing across the hall. It also 
bene�ts by following a similar path to Wizard 
of Oz. In that seminal picture a scarecrow 
needed a brain, a tin man needed a heart and 
a lion needed courage. In this one, the pit 
stops include: a husband who needs a brain 
(Finn Wittrock), an agent who needs a heart 
(Jessie Buckley) and a gay couple who need 
courage. �ey all �nd what they’re looking 
for in Judy, just as she �nds what she’s looking 
for in them.

�e �lmmaker is also smart enough to use 
�ashbacks as a means to elicit her endless 
search for human connection. Yes, it’s an 
overused device. �at doesn’t stop scenes 
with the Weinstein-like Louis B. Mayor 
(MGM) from resonating. “In every town 
there’s a girl prettier than you, thinner than 
you,” he growls at the 8-year- old Judy. He’s 
controlled her into thinking that the stage is 
all that matters.

By the end, she comes to terms with what 
really matters in life. And it’s thrilling to see 
the icon — the relatable icon — �nd that 
resolution. What’s more, to �nd it on the 
stage singing “Somewhere Over the Rain-
bow.” Being back with Judy — even if it isn’t 
the “real” Judy — is like coming back home 
from a long, exhausting trip. It’s a reminder 
that there’s no place like home, and no one 
like Garland.

F I L M

Renée Zellweger in 
Judy

A FRESH BITE
NOS4A2 is refreshing take on vampires and visual 
triumph �e Dark Crystal makes us believers
BY ERIN MAXWELL

T elevision is no longer a spectator 
sport. It is a marathon. With hun-
dreds of shows and thousands of 
hours, it is di�cult to tell what 
to watch and what to skip. �is 

is where we come in. UnBinged is here to help 
you navigate the choppy waters of the small 
screen to keep you from sinking into the abyss. 

The Dark Crystal: Age of 
Resistance | Net�ix

I don’t believe in magic. Playing cards cannot 
materialize without assistance. David Copper-
�eld cannot make national landmarks disap-
pear. Chris Angel is a glori�ed emo with a body 
wax. In other words, my heart is cold, my soul 
is black, and every fairy within a 10-yard radius 
of me is in mortal peril. 

But watching �e Dark Crystal:  Age of Re-
sistance, I believe. It’s as close to real magic as 
you can get. One part enchantment and two 
parts nostalgia, the Net�ix series is fueled by 
pure immersive sorcery. �e F/X team worked 
overtime to create a miraculous world where 
CGI and puppetry blend seamlessly within the 
well-constructed con�nes of the world of �ra. 
�e artistry to create this realm is nothing short 
of a miracle.

In addition to stupendous visuals, Age of Re-
sistance features a voice cast that reads like the 
presenters list at the MTV VMAs. �e roster 
of talent includes the likes of Taron Egerton, 

Simon Pegg, Jason Isaacs, Keegan-Michael Key, 
Mark Hamill, Awkwa�na, Mark Strong and 
many, many more. Almost every Gel�ing, every 
Podling and every creature we encounter has 
either a stand-up special, a development deal 
or an indie movie in the works. 

Set prior to the events in 1982’s �e Dark 
Crystal, Age of Resistance, this one tells the 
story of the Skeksis rise to power, the corrup-
tion of the Crystal of Truth, and the eventual 
destruction of the Gel�ing race. �e story’s 
strong point is its ability to fully conceptualize 
the Skekis’ manipulation of their fellow hand 
puppets. Using deception to separate clans and 
kin in an e�ort to conquer all, the depth of their 
duplicity is truly vile as they stop at nothing for 
everlasting life, power, and youth. 

�ere is more passion and emotion emoting 
from these magical marionettes than from any 
live-action character on Family Matters, Full 
House or Baywatch combined.  Maybe that’s 
not saying much,  but it sucks you in. 

Still, the series is not without �aws. At times, 
the plot can feel like a felt version of Game of 
Thrones as characters from different lands 
sloooowwwlly make their way towards each 
other. �e trek is made all the slower by the 
milquetoast nature of the Gel�ings. It’s hard to 
follow a hero’s journey when the heroes have 
dull as dishwater moments. Except for the Fizz-
gigs. Fizzgigs friggin’ rule. I’ve wanted one since 
I was 6, and apparently, four decades of waiting 

hasn’t tempered that desire. Fizzgigs 4EVA. 
In all, �e Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance is a 

visual triumph. And while there are times the 
plot can move slower than George RR Martin’s 
ability to push out a novel, in the end, the cra�s-
manship and achievement of the Jim Henson 
Company should be recognized as some of its 
best artistry. 

Into the Dark: Pure | Hulu
A�er a full year of holiday-themed horror 

from the good people at Blumhouse, Hulu’s Into 
the Dark original series ends with a twisted yet 

uninspired tale, Pure. Centering on Daughter’s 
Day (September 22), the �nal episode blends 
elements of �e Handmaid’s Tale with a dash 
of Midsommer to mediocre e�ect. 

Directed by Hannah Macpherson and star-
ring Jahkara Smith (NOS4A2), McKaley Miller 
(Hart of Dixie) and Annalisa Cochrane (Cobra 
Kai), Pure centers on teen Shay as she attempts 
to reconnect with her estranged father Kyle 
at a religious retreat. As kids tend to do. �e 
father-daughter outing places emphasis on the 
importance of purity, the evils of independence, 
and the downfall of Lilith. 

Ya’ll remember Lilith, right? She had a music 
fair in the mid ’90s and was the focus of your 
college roommates’ feminist studies thesis. 

In the beginning, the pic focuses on the young 
women forced to attend the retreat as they hang 
out in white frilly dresses and listen to Pastor 
Seth drone on about the importance of purity, 
Jesus and husbands. �us, in the beginning 
Pure reads like a cross between a messed-up 
episode of 7th Heaven and a Tide commercial. 

�ings get mildly interesting a�er the gals 
gather to summon the spirit of Lilith. At this 
point, the tone begins to shi� between ghost 
story and a Lifetime TV movie about bad dads. 

�e performances are of a surprisingly high 
caliber given the uninspired writing, especially 
by the creepy menfolk, who spend a majority 
of their time stalking their daughters and be-
ing fucking terrible fathers. �e faults of Pure 

lie in the fact that for a horror series, the �lm 
is never scary. �ere is no perceived danger 
for the main characters or their father �gures. 
While most horror movies achieve scares with 
standard beats such as dark tones, feelings of 
claustrophobia, or by having a bunch of creepy 
shit happen to the main characters, Pure loses 
its momentum by not knowing where to focus 
the fear.

Should we be scared for Shay? Her gross 
dad? Her gross love interest? �e gross Pastor 
Seth? How about the weird-ass looking CGI 
smiley-face Lilith? It is never clear who is dan-
gerous and who is in danger. In the end, Pure 
is a movie with a message that isn’t clear on 
message and a scary movie that isn’t scary in 
the slightest. Pass.

NOS4A2 | AMC/Shudder
A�er spending what seems like a lifetime of 

watching sexy vampires hit on vapid teenag-
ers as what passes for alternative music plays 
in the background, NOS4A2 o�ers an almost 
refreshing change of pace to see actual vamps 
as actual monsters again. Almost.

Based on the novel by Joe Hill, the big bad in 
NOS4A2 is not exactly a traditional vampire. 
He is more along the lines of a time-share 
salesmen, which can be equally frightening. 
�e tale centers on Victoria “Vic” McQueen, 
a teen with the supernatural ability to link up 
to the series bad guy Charlie Manx (Zachary 
Quinto). But the guy best known for play-
ing Star Trek’s Spock has an agenda. You see, 
in order for Manx to survive, he requires 
sending kiddies to Christmasland, a dreamy 
winter wonderland that promises an eternal 
Yuletide. Sort of like Santa’s Village (“You can 
see Santa, even in the Summertime!”). But 
instead of cocoa and snowballs, it’s a dark 
place that devours the souls of the innocent, 
leaving children empty husks of their former 
selves. So, exactly like Santa’s Village. 

Debuting as a summertime series and re-
newed for a second season, NOS4A2 is a 
mixed bag of a horror series that waivers 
between traditional horror tropes and re-
freshing new takes on the genre. Quinto is 
fascinating as the soul-sucking vamp who 
drives a Rolls-Royce Wraith, and the style 
and energy injected into the Manx character 
is the highlight of the series.

NOS4A2 would have probably bene�ted 
from fewer episodes and a tighter story, 
though. �e story arcs are at times as drawn 
out as a rubber band. But all in all, the se-
ries keeps in the spirit of Hill’s novel, even 
if it takes more than a few liberties with the 
original tale. And while NOS4A2 never gets 
brutal enough to get the good scares, but 
it does present horror fans with a new and 
interesting boogeyman for the genre. Now 
hosted on Shudder a�er a week-by-week 
run on AMC, it’s not a perfect series, it is an 
entertaining binge that will put you in the 
Halloween mood. ’Tis the season for morbid 
monsters, maniacal mayhem, and apparently, 
the occasional high-end motor car. 

T E L E V I S I O N  /  U N B I N G E D

PHOTO COURTESY OF NETFLIX

The Dark Crystal
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fri 10/4
Vivian Girls
@ THE REGENT THEATER 
A�er Vivian Girls broke up in 2014, members 
of the Brooklyn trio went their separate ways 
for a spell, joining other groups and engaging in 
various solo and side projects. Singer-guitarist 
Cassie Ramone recorded two solo albums and 
worked with Kevin Morby as �e Babies, while 
Ali Koester played drums with Upset and Best 
Coast, and bassist Katy Goodman demonstrated 
her gi� for writing catchy indie-pop songs in her 
guise as La Sera. On Vivian Girls’ new comeback 
album, Memory, the three musicians reveal that 
their collective powers are still fully intact and 
have even broadened in their impact. As ever, Ra-
mone’s sheets of jangling, droning guitar provide 
a fuzzed-out backdrop for her hazy vocals, which 
intertwine with Goodman’s melodic bass lines 
and harmonies on such punky tracks as “Sludge” 
and “Lonely Girl.” —FALLING JAMES

Angel
@ THE WHISKY A GO GO
A�er years of solo shows and occasionally guest-
ing with each other, Punky Meadows and Frank 
DiMino o�cially reformed Angel last year and 
the band has been touring hard ever since. Back 
in their mid-’70s to mid-’80s glory years, they 
were hated by critics and ridiculed by Frank Zap-
pa who poked fun at Meadows’ apparently girly 
looks on the song “Punky’s Whips.” But then, old 
Frank poked fun at �e Beatles so Angel are in 
good company. �e facts are, having been discov-
ered by Kiss bassist Gene Simmons, Angel signed 
to Casablanca back in the day, and released a 
string of great hard rock albums crammed with 
killer hard rock tracks. We’re delighted they’re 
back. �e Hard Way, Angeles, Stonebreed, Shock 
Frenzy, Prima Donna Rising and Witch also 
play. —BRETT CALLWOOD

Sti� Little Fingers, The Avengers
@ HOUSE OF BLUES ANAHEIM 
While some British punk bands blustered and 
bellowed showily in attempting to adopt a radical 
image, there was never anything inauthentic 
about Sti� Little Fingers. �e �ery group were 
formed in Belfast, Northern Ireland, in 1977 in 
the midst of the Troubles, and singer-guitarist 
Jake Burns found plenty of lyrical inspiration just 
outside his front door in the violent streets of his 

divided hometown. Such explosive tracks as “Tin 
Soldiers” and “Suspect Device” still sound pow-
erful today, although Burns and bassist Ali Mc-
Mordie are the only remaining members of the 
band’s early lineup. �ey’re well matched with 
�e Avengers, the confrontational San Francisco 
band who combine proto–riot grrrl Penelope 
Houston’s yearning, searing vocals with Greg 
Ingraham’s relentless guitar on riotous original 
anthems “We Are the One” and “�e American 
in Me” and a savage evisceration of �e Stones’ 
“Paint It Black.” —FALLING JAMES

sat 10/5
Interpol, Morrissey
@ FIVEPOINT AMPHITHEATRE
Vision and devotion collide when Interpol opens 
for Morrissey and many great and singular pop 
songs emanate into the great beyond that is 
nostalgia. Nostalgia in its rawest form, aching 
and yearning and possibly unful�lled. As such, 
Morrissey will play assorted hits from his prepos-
terously unlikely career, as well as some of the 
covers he’s recorded on this year’s California 
Son LP. Songs like Jobriath’s “Morning Starship” 
rub elbows with “Loneliness Remembers What 
Happiness Forgets” by Dionne Warwick in char-
acteristically head-spinning turns courtesy of 
Morrissey’s prodigious ear for good songwriting. 
Interpol remains Interpol, as evidenced on this 
year’s A Fine Mess EP, a record comprised of 
tracks they le� o� of last year’s Marauder LP. 

And the fans remain the fans, because when 
music hits you, you actually do feel a pain — 
something that only music and nostalgia can 
succor. —DAVID COTNER

SoCal Hoedown 
@ PORT OF LOS ANGELES
What a bill! Early fall in the fresh open air of 
the Port of Los Angeles will see us treated to a 
punk and rockabilly bill of mostly locals that is 
unrelentingly brilliant from the 11 a.m. kick-o� 
time to the very end. At the top end of the bill, the 
heavyweights include crossover hardcore crew 
Suicidal Tendencies plus the Dead Kennedys 
(still minus Jello, but by all accounts kicking ass 
live). �en we get SoCal punk favorites the Dick-
ies, DI and Agent Orange, as well as Danish psy-
chobilly vets Nekromantix, Chicago’s Dwarves, 
Australia’s �e Living End and Michigan’s Ko�n 
Kats. And it goes on. Shattered Faith are still 
rocking, as is Tim Polecat of British rockabil-
ly band �e Polecats. �at’s a mouth-watering 
lineup spread over three stages, so get there early. 
—BRETT CALLWOOD

sun 10/6
Band of Skulls
@ THE MAYAN
“I’m in love, I’m in love, I’m in love,” singer-gui-
tarist Russell Marsden exults on Band of Skulls’ 
��h album, Love Is All You Love, before he drops 
a telling punch line: “�at’s my trouble.” Marsden 

GO 
HEAR

M U S I C
Too Many Zooz

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

and bassist Emma Richardson take on mighty 
themes of love and war, although the musical 
impact varies widely on the new record. Such 
straightforward, ri�-twisting hard-rock tracks 
as “Carnivorous” and “Not the Kind of Noth-
ing I Know” rest uneasily alongside poppy and 
less-compelling numbers like “Cool Your Bat-
tles,” the glitzy dance number “Gold” and the 
electronica-laced “�anks a Lot.” �e musical 
experimentation does yield some occasional 
rewards on low-key songs like “Sound of You.” 
Band of Skulls are billed at the Mayan with De-
mob Happy. —FALLING JAMES

mon 10/7
The Band Camino
@ EL REY
It’s been a big year for Memphis, Tennessee rock-
ers �e Band Camino, who signed with Elektra 
Records in May of this year (yeah, bands still sign 
with majors) and put out the tryhard EP a�er a 
couple of independent releases. �ey performed 
at Lollapalooza, a�er which grammy.com named 
them a “breakout act,” they’ve been called “rock’s 
next big thing” by Billboard, and now they’re 
playing two sold-out shows at the El Rey �eatre. 
�ey’re working hard and the “Honest” single 
and “Daphne Blue” video are worth checking 
out if you’re a fan of alt-rock with giant hooks. 
Similarly-minded Toronto rockers Valley also 
play, for those lucky enough to get in. —BRETT 
CALLWOOD

tue 10/8
Bad Religion
@ THE OBSERVATORY
With the world burning around us, it’s le� to Gre-
ta �unberg and Bad Religion to say everything 
that needs to be said. Bad Religion celebrate their 
40th year of existence next year, and yet there are 
no punk bands capable of molding songs out of 
current events in quite as e�ective a manner. �at 
said, this year’s fantastic Age of Unreason album 
is their �rst in six years and, therefore, the �rst 
they’ve put out under the current administration. 
It’s a much-needed jolt, a shot to the arm, a call 
to arms. Songs such as “Chaos From Within,” 
“Do the Paranoid Style,” “End of History,” “What 
Tomorrow Brings/�e Kids are Alt-Right” and 
the title track o�er accurate commentaries of 
2019 current a�airs, and there is no better band 
to document that shit. Also, Wednesday, Octo-
ber 9. �e Lawrence Arms and Emily Davis & 
the Murder Police also play on Tuesday, while 
�e Lawrence Arms and Greg Antista & the 
Lonely Streets also play on Wednesday. —BRETT 
CALLLWOOD

wed 10/9
Immolation
@ WHISKY A GO GO
Two generations of high-end death metal power-
houses join forces for an evening of bludgeoning. 
New Yorkers Immolation just celebrated 30 years 
of death metal annihilation, their 1991 debut 
Dawn of Possession still standing strong as an 
iconic display of sheer metallic brutality, and 
their later work such as 2017’s Atonement still 
being a master’s level education in the genre. 

Denver’s Blood Incantation is a newer force in 
the extreme metal scene, but have already en-
deared themselves to the most demanding fans of 
the genre thanks to their 2016 debut full-length 
Starspawn. �eir take on the genre — soon to 
be bolstered by their upcoming album, Hidden 
History of the Human Race — is more quirky 
and more science-�ction in�uenced, but the 
raw energy that propels the best death metal still 
drives them as well. —JASON ROCHE

Too Many Zooz
@ TERAGRAM BALLROOM
�ere are too many zoos — places where sentient, 
intelligent animals languish in concrete prisons 
for the cheap amusement of tourists and other 
insensitive voyeur-dullards — on this planet, 
but there are too few bands like Too Many Zooz. 
�e trio’s combination of jazz, funk, house and 
dance music is so compulsive and peculiar that 
they’ve invented their own genre that they call 
brass house. Drummer David “King of Sludge” 
Parks, baritone saxophonist Leo Pellegrino and 
trumpeter Matt “Doe” Muirhead got their start 
playing impromptu sets in subway stations in 
New York, and their mixture of jazz and funk 
is anything but clinical and academic as they 
perform with a manic, nonstop energy. Too 
Many Zooz leave the world of traditional jazz 
far behind them as they remake such unexpected 
tunes as Billie Eilish’s “Bad Guy.” —FALLING JAMES

thu 10/10
Morcheeba
@ REGENT
It’s easy to be caught out by British electronic 
group Morcheeba, who have a sound that’s as 
fresh as a daisy but have actually been around 
since 1995. �eir Who Can You Trust? debut 
in ’96 took the Brit festivals by storm in those 
mid-‘90s years, as did the Big Calm follow up in 
’98. �e band’s e�ective blend of trip-hop, soul, 
folk and indie-rock pulled in fans of the likes of 
Massive Attack, Beth Orton and Madchester 
bands like Oasis and �e Stone Roses, so they 
had many bases covered. �ey’ve never really 
gone away, and last year’s Blaze Away is their 
ninth studio album. It’ll be great to see them 
stateside. —BRETT CALLWOOD

Lana Del Rey
@ THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL
Pop divas don’t come any more provocative and 
unusual than Lana Del Rey. If the title of the New 
York City native’s latest album — Norman Fuck-
ing Rockwell! — didn’t already make it clear, the 
moody chanteuse has far greater things on her 
mind than behaving like a predictable, obedient 
pop star. Her grand, expressive singing unfurls 
ruefully on the enigmatic, role-reversing love 
song “Mariners Apartment Complex” and “Ven-
ice Bitch,” which, despite its title, is a gently intox-
icating psychedelic folk-pop reverie that expands 
like an engrossing nine-minute dream. “Give 
me Hallmark/One dream, one life, one lover/
Paint me happy and blue, Norman Rockwell,” Del 
Rey coos reverentially before disclosing, “You’re 
beautiful, and I’m insane.” �roughout the re-
cord, she drops allusions to Sylvia Plath, Long 
Beach, Kanye West, David Bowie and �e Beach 
Boys, tying it all together with her glimmering, 
aching phrasing. —FALLING JAMES

Tickets available at
www.LiveFromMalibu.com

(310) 456-1999

FRIDAY OCT 4, OCT 11

MARK MCKINNIS
NO COVER

SATURDAY OCT 5

GRATEFUL DEAD
TRIBUTE BAND

CUBENSIS
FRIDAY OCT 18

GRATEFUL DEAD
TRIBUTE BAND

JERRY’S MIDDLE FINGER
SATURDAY NOV 9

BRANDON JENNER & 
FRIENDS RACKETS

WEDNESDAY NOV 27

SHWAYZE HOLIDAY SHOW
LITTLE DUM

SATURDAY NOV 30

LED ZEPPELIN
TRIBUTE BAND
LED ZEPAGAIN
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fri 10/4
Vivian Girls
@ THE REGENT THEATER 
A�er Vivian Girls broke up in 2014, members 
of the Brooklyn trio went their separate ways 
for a spell, joining other groups and engaging in 
various solo and side projects. Singer-guitarist 
Cassie Ramone recorded two solo albums and 
worked with Kevin Morby as �e Babies, while 
Ali Koester played drums with Upset and Best 
Coast, and bassist Katy Goodman demonstrated 
her gi� for writing catchy indie-pop songs in her 
guise as La Sera. On Vivian Girls’ new comeback 
album, Memory, the three musicians reveal that 
their collective powers are still fully intact and 
have even broadened in their impact. As ever, Ra-
mone’s sheets of jangling, droning guitar provide 
a fuzzed-out backdrop for her hazy vocals, which 
intertwine with Goodman’s melodic bass lines 
and harmonies on such punky tracks as “Sludge” 
and “Lonely Girl.” —FALLING JAMES

Angel
@ THE WHISKY A GO GO
A�er years of solo shows and occasionally guest-
ing with each other, Punky Meadows and Frank 
DiMino o�cially reformed Angel last year and 
the band has been touring hard ever since. Back 
in their mid-’70s to mid-’80s glory years, they 
were hated by critics and ridiculed by Frank Zap-
pa who poked fun at Meadows’ apparently girly 
looks on the song “Punky’s Whips.” But then, old 
Frank poked fun at �e Beatles so Angel are in 
good company. �e facts are, having been discov-
ered by Kiss bassist Gene Simmons, Angel signed 
to Casablanca back in the day, and released a 
string of great hard rock albums crammed with 
killer hard rock tracks. We’re delighted they’re 
back. �e Hard Way, Angeles, Stonebreed, Shock 
Frenzy, Prima Donna Rising and Witch also 
play. —BRETT CALLWOOD

Sti� Little Fingers, The Avengers
@ HOUSE OF BLUES ANAHEIM 
While some British punk bands blustered and 
bellowed showily in attempting to adopt a radical 
image, there was never anything inauthentic 
about Sti� Little Fingers. �e �ery group were 
formed in Belfast, Northern Ireland, in 1977 in 
the midst of the Troubles, and singer-guitarist 
Jake Burns found plenty of lyrical inspiration just 
outside his front door in the violent streets of his 

divided hometown. Such explosive tracks as “Tin 
Soldiers” and “Suspect Device” still sound pow-
erful today, although Burns and bassist Ali Mc-
Mordie are the only remaining members of the 
band’s early lineup. �ey’re well matched with 
�e Avengers, the confrontational San Francisco 
band who combine proto–riot grrrl Penelope 
Houston’s yearning, searing vocals with Greg 
Ingraham’s relentless guitar on riotous original 
anthems “We Are the One” and “�e American 
in Me” and a savage evisceration of �e Stones’ 
“Paint It Black.” —FALLING JAMES

sat 10/5
Interpol, Morrissey
@ FIVEPOINT AMPHITHEATRE
Vision and devotion collide when Interpol opens 
for Morrissey and many great and singular pop 
songs emanate into the great beyond that is 
nostalgia. Nostalgia in its rawest form, aching 
and yearning and possibly unful�lled. As such, 
Morrissey will play assorted hits from his prepos-
terously unlikely career, as well as some of the 
covers he’s recorded on this year’s California 
Son LP. Songs like Jobriath’s “Morning Starship” 
rub elbows with “Loneliness Remembers What 
Happiness Forgets” by Dionne Warwick in char-
acteristically head-spinning turns courtesy of 
Morrissey’s prodigious ear for good songwriting. 
Interpol remains Interpol, as evidenced on this 
year’s A Fine Mess EP, a record comprised of 
tracks they le� o� of last year’s Marauder LP. 

And the fans remain the fans, because when 
music hits you, you actually do feel a pain — 
something that only music and nostalgia can 
succor. —DAVID COTNER

SoCal Hoedown 
@ PORT OF LOS ANGELES
What a bill! Early fall in the fresh open air of 
the Port of Los Angeles will see us treated to a 
punk and rockabilly bill of mostly locals that is 
unrelentingly brilliant from the 11 a.m. kick-o� 
time to the very end. At the top end of the bill, the 
heavyweights include crossover hardcore crew 
Suicidal Tendencies plus the Dead Kennedys 
(still minus Jello, but by all accounts kicking ass 
live). �en we get SoCal punk favorites the Dick-
ies, DI and Agent Orange, as well as Danish psy-
chobilly vets Nekromantix, Chicago’s Dwarves, 
Australia’s �e Living End and Michigan’s Ko�n 
Kats. And it goes on. Shattered Faith are still 
rocking, as is Tim Polecat of British rockabil-
ly band �e Polecats. �at’s a mouth-watering 
lineup spread over three stages, so get there early. 
—BRETT CALLWOOD

sun 10/6
Band of Skulls
@ THE MAYAN
“I’m in love, I’m in love, I’m in love,” singer-gui-
tarist Russell Marsden exults on Band of Skulls’ 
��h album, Love Is All You Love, before he drops 
a telling punch line: “�at’s my trouble.” Marsden 

GO 
HEAR

M U S I C
Too Many Zooz

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

and bassist Emma Richardson take on mighty 
themes of love and war, although the musical 
impact varies widely on the new record. Such 
straightforward, ri�-twisting hard-rock tracks 
as “Carnivorous” and “Not the Kind of Noth-
ing I Know” rest uneasily alongside poppy and 
less-compelling numbers like “Cool Your Bat-
tles,” the glitzy dance number “Gold” and the 
electronica-laced “�anks a Lot.” �e musical 
experimentation does yield some occasional 
rewards on low-key songs like “Sound of You.” 
Band of Skulls are billed at the Mayan with De-
mob Happy. —FALLING JAMES

mon 10/7
The Band Camino
@ EL REY
It’s been a big year for Memphis, Tennessee rock-
ers �e Band Camino, who signed with Elektra 
Records in May of this year (yeah, bands still sign 
with majors) and put out the tryhard EP a�er a 
couple of independent releases. �ey performed 
at Lollapalooza, a�er which grammy.com named 
them a “breakout act,” they’ve been called “rock’s 
next big thing” by Billboard, and now they’re 
playing two sold-out shows at the El Rey �eatre. 
�ey’re working hard and the “Honest” single 
and “Daphne Blue” video are worth checking 
out if you’re a fan of alt-rock with giant hooks. 
Similarly-minded Toronto rockers Valley also 
play, for those lucky enough to get in. —BRETT 
CALLWOOD

tue 10/8
Bad Religion
@ THE OBSERVATORY
With the world burning around us, it’s le� to Gre-
ta �unberg and Bad Religion to say everything 
that needs to be said. Bad Religion celebrate their 
40th year of existence next year, and yet there are 
no punk bands capable of molding songs out of 
current events in quite as e�ective a manner. �at 
said, this year’s fantastic Age of Unreason album 
is their �rst in six years and, therefore, the �rst 
they’ve put out under the current administration. 
It’s a much-needed jolt, a shot to the arm, a call 
to arms. Songs such as “Chaos From Within,” 
“Do the Paranoid Style,” “End of History,” “What 
Tomorrow Brings/�e Kids are Alt-Right” and 
the title track o�er accurate commentaries of 
2019 current a�airs, and there is no better band 
to document that shit. Also, Wednesday, Octo-
ber 9. �e Lawrence Arms and Emily Davis & 
the Murder Police also play on Tuesday, while 
�e Lawrence Arms and Greg Antista & the 
Lonely Streets also play on Wednesday. —BRETT 
CALLLWOOD

wed 10/9
Immolation
@ WHISKY A GO GO
Two generations of high-end death metal power-
houses join forces for an evening of bludgeoning. 
New Yorkers Immolation just celebrated 30 years 
of death metal annihilation, their 1991 debut 
Dawn of Possession still standing strong as an 
iconic display of sheer metallic brutality, and 
their later work such as 2017’s Atonement still 
being a master’s level education in the genre. 

Denver’s Blood Incantation is a newer force in 
the extreme metal scene, but have already en-
deared themselves to the most demanding fans of 
the genre thanks to their 2016 debut full-length 
Starspawn. �eir take on the genre — soon to 
be bolstered by their upcoming album, Hidden 
History of the Human Race — is more quirky 
and more science-�ction in�uenced, but the 
raw energy that propels the best death metal still 
drives them as well. —JASON ROCHE

Too Many Zooz
@ TERAGRAM BALLROOM
�ere are too many zoos — places where sentient, 
intelligent animals languish in concrete prisons 
for the cheap amusement of tourists and other 
insensitive voyeur-dullards — on this planet, 
but there are too few bands like Too Many Zooz. 
�e trio’s combination of jazz, funk, house and 
dance music is so compulsive and peculiar that 
they’ve invented their own genre that they call 
brass house. Drummer David “King of Sludge” 
Parks, baritone saxophonist Leo Pellegrino and 
trumpeter Matt “Doe” Muirhead got their start 
playing impromptu sets in subway stations in 
New York, and their mixture of jazz and funk 
is anything but clinical and academic as they 
perform with a manic, nonstop energy. Too 
Many Zooz leave the world of traditional jazz 
far behind them as they remake such unexpected 
tunes as Billie Eilish’s “Bad Guy.” —FALLING JAMES

thu 10/10
Morcheeba
@ REGENT
It’s easy to be caught out by British electronic 
group Morcheeba, who have a sound that’s as 
fresh as a daisy but have actually been around 
since 1995. �eir Who Can You Trust? debut 
in ’96 took the Brit festivals by storm in those 
mid-‘90s years, as did the Big Calm follow up in 
’98. �e band’s e�ective blend of trip-hop, soul, 
folk and indie-rock pulled in fans of the likes of 
Massive Attack, Beth Orton and Madchester 
bands like Oasis and �e Stone Roses, so they 
had many bases covered. �ey’ve never really 
gone away, and last year’s Blaze Away is their 
ninth studio album. It’ll be great to see them 
stateside. —BRETT CALLWOOD

Lana Del Rey
@ THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL
Pop divas don’t come any more provocative and 
unusual than Lana Del Rey. If the title of the New 
York City native’s latest album — Norman Fuck-
ing Rockwell! — didn’t already make it clear, the 
moody chanteuse has far greater things on her 
mind than behaving like a predictable, obedient 
pop star. Her grand, expressive singing unfurls 
ruefully on the enigmatic, role-reversing love 
song “Mariners Apartment Complex” and “Ven-
ice Bitch,” which, despite its title, is a gently intox-
icating psychedelic folk-pop reverie that expands 
like an engrossing nine-minute dream. “Give 
me Hallmark/One dream, one life, one lover/
Paint me happy and blue, Norman Rockwell,” Del 
Rey coos reverentially before disclosing, “You’re 
beautiful, and I’m insane.” �roughout the re-
cord, she drops allusions to Sylvia Plath, Long 
Beach, Kanye West, David Bowie and �e Beach 
Boys, tying it all together with her glimmering, 
aching phrasing. —FALLING JAMES
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Join American Airlines and Stand Up To Cancer in our mission to help make 
everyone diagnosed with cancer a long-term survivor. Donate $25 or more and 
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JUMP N FUNK : THE ORIGINAL  
FELA KUTI TRIBUTE PARTY

FRIDAY, OCT 11TH, 2019

1822 Sunset Blvd, 
Los Angeles, CA 90026
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WANTED
HotWheels Johnny Light-
ning Matchbox Cars
Collector will Pay Top Dollar
(562) 708-9069

915
Adult Massage

915
Adult Massage

945
Phone Services    

Wonderful Massage
aEl Montea

Beauty, Clean & Private 
with Shower, Stress 

Relief, Relaxation 1hr $40
Call Karen

(626) 409-4288
Instagram: @lekaren25

The BEST
Sensual Massage

w/beautiful 
Russian woman

1hr $79 1/2hr $49
11am - 8pm

Call Sarah 
323-356-2817
323-654-4808

bHOT ASIANb
OUTCALL
24 HOUR

714-321-3961

Kellie
Independent sexy 

white masseuse, 40, 
gives fantastic rubs!

Encino

(818) 384-0203

Grand Opening!

aaWY Massageaa
Beautiful Asian Girls

818-886-1688
8415-3 Reseda Blvd, 

Northridge * 10am-10pm

Jades Sensual Massage
Jade, great face, great 
body, great hands no

disappointments
(310) 339-7915

SWEDISH LADY 
GIVES SENSUAL MASSAGE 

& MORE 7AM TILL 6PM 

562 500 0673 
7 DAYS A WEEK 

GINGER 

HI
I’M 5’4 & 127

LOOKING 2 GO  
OUT & HAVE A

GOOD TIME
562 500 0673

-Lea-  
Beautiful blonde Caucasian. 

Outcall only. Mon-Sat.
Call before 6pm. 

818-919-8589

WHERE REAL GAY MEN 
MEET for UNCENSORED 
fun!  Connect in a safe and 
discrete environment! 
Browse & Reply for FREE 
213-687-7663 
megamates.com 18+

Connect instantly with 
sexy local singles. No 

paid operators, just real 
people like you.

Free Now!  
213-316-0225 

livelinks.com 18+

475
Want/Trade

FOR SALE
HARRIS DIATOMACEOUS 
EARTH FOOD GRADE 100%. 
OMRI Listed. Available: Hard-
ware Stores, The Home De-
pot, homedepot.com

LIen Sale
10/15/2019  
9am at 17777 CENTER DR 
STE 600, 
CERRITOS, CA
2001 CHEVROLET 
LIC# NOPLATE 
VIN# 2G1FP22G012132261

Electrical Engineer, F/T, 
Bachelor’s degree in Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering, 
Mail resume to: Electric Power 
Group LLC, 251 S. Lake Ave., 
Suite 300 Pasadena, CA 91101.

Accountant (Los Angeles, 
CA) Prepare, examine / 
analyze accounting records, 
� nancial statements & other 
� nancial reports to assess 
accuracy, completeness, and 
conformance to reporting 
& procedural standards. 
Establish tables of accounts 
and assign entries to proper 
accounts. Develop, imple-
ment, modify / document 
recordkeeping and account-
ing systems, making use of 
current computer technology. 
40hrs/wk, Bachelor’s degree 
in Administration/Account-
ing/Management or related 
required. Resume to Modoo 
Tour US Inc. Attn. Bong Kyu 
Nam, 3785 Wilshire Blvd #106, 
Los Angeles, CA 90010

Fashion Designer (Vernon, CA) 
Examine sample garments 
on & off models, modifying 
designs to achieve desired 
effects. Sketch rough & 
detailed drawings of ap-
parel or accessories, and 
write speci� cations such as 
color schemes, construction 
& material types. Identify 
target markets for designs, 
looking at factors such as 
age, gender & socioeconomic 
status. 40hrs/wk, Bachelor’s 
degree in Fashion Design or 
related required. Resume to 
New Crew Production Corp. 
Attn. Kris Park, 2344 E 38th St, 
Vernon, CA 90058

Digital Platform Architec-
ture Principal (Multiple 
Positions) (Accenture LLP; 
Culver City, CA): Participate in 
the overall strategy, analysis, 
design and implementation of 
clients’ initiatives. Must have 
willingness and ability to travel 
domestically approximately 
80% of the time to meet 
client needs. For complete 
job description, list of require-
ments, and to apply, go to: 
www.accenture.com/us-
en/careers (Job# 00758362).
Equal Opportunity Employer 
– Minorities/Women/Vets/
Disabled.

COMPUTER
City National Bank has an 
oppty in Los Angeles, CA for 
an Asst VP, Progrmr Anlyst 
IV. Mail resume to Attn: I. 
Markaryan, 555 S. Flower 
St, 18th Fl, Los Angeles, CA 
90071; Ref #LASDH. Must be 
legally auth to work in the US 
w/o spnsrshp. EOE

AUDITOR
City National Bank has an 
oppty in Los Angeles, CA for 
an Audit Mgr. Mail resume to 
Attn: J. Doss, 555 S. Flower 
St, 18th Fl, Los Angeles, CA 
90071; Ref #LAELE. Must be 
legally auth to work in the 
U.S. w/o spnsrshp. EOE

SENIOR PRODUCT DESIGNER 
(LOS ANGELES, CA) Dsgn 
physical & digital exp products 
& many of the critical game 
systems used for our co’s 
partnership w/ clients such 
as Fisher Price (Toy’s Manu-
facturer). Work closely w/ 
other dsgnrs & dvlprs. Create 
sketches of ideas, illustrations 
& computer-aided dsgn prod-
uct images & modify & re� ne 
dsgn to conform to product 
& customer specs. Primary 
Reqmts: Bachelor’s Deg in 
Industrial Dsgn + 24 mos of 
exp in job offrd, or as Indus-
trial Dsgnr, Commercial Dsgnr, 
Sr. Product Mgr, Product 
Mgr or closely rltd. Alternate 
Acceptable Education & Exp: 
H.S. or GED + 48 mos of exp 
in job offrd, or as Industrial 
Dsgnr, Commercial Dsgnr, Sr. 
Product Mgr, Product Mgr or 
closely rltd. Mail resume to: 
Conscious Content Media, 
Inc., Attn: Ms. Rutherford, VP, 
Tangible & Connected Exp, 
555 Mateo St., Ste 227, Los 
Angeles, CA 90013

Sr. Programmer Analyst - R 
Developer, Princess Cruise 
Lines, Ltd., Santa Clarita, CA. 
Responsible for strategic 
dsgn, dvlpmt, implmtn, & 
maintenance of R s/ware & 
functionality. Work w/ Sci. & 
Ops Research team, BI dvlprs 
& Bus. to further enhance R 
models. REQMTS: Bachelor’s 
deg, or foreign equiv, in 
Comp. Sci, Comp. Engg or 
rltd. Min. 4 yrs’ exp in job or 
rltd R s/ware exp. Exp must 
incl 2 yrs’ exp w/ relational d/
bases. Exp must incl: R coding 
& optimization, performance 
tuning of R code, SQL or 
stored procedure prgmg. 
Must have knowl of: Oracle 
d/base, SQL, Java, C#/, .NET 
& C++. Travel reqd 10%. Any 
suitable combo of education, 
training or exp is acceptable. 
Resumes: H. Choi, Recruiter, 
Princess Cruise Lines, Ltd. 
24303 Town Center Dr., Santa 
Clarita, CA 91355.

Purchasing Manager and Busi-
ness Development Specialist 
needed at Golden Buffet 
Pomona, LLC.  Job location: 
Pomona.  Send resume to 
2037 Rancho Valley Drive, 
Pomona, CA 91766 Attn HR

User Interface Designer 
sought by Get Heal Inc., dba 
Heal in Los Angeles, CA. Bach-
elor’s plus 6 months related 
exp. Send resume to: Human 
Resources, Get Heal, Inc. dba 
Heal, 11845 W. Olympic Blvd., 
Suite 900W, Los Angeles, CA 
90064 or e-mail hr@heal.com.

Parsi & Co., CPA seeks Ac-
countant II. Mstr. in Acctg. 
reqd. 12 mths exp. reqd.  
Prep. � n. stmts, tax returns, 
audit compliance. Work Site: 
Los Angeles, CA. Mail resumes 
to 1925 Century Park East, 
Ste. 740, Los Angeles, CA 
90067

Graphic Designer: Create 
design & samples based on 
layout principles, etc. Req’d: 
BA in Fine Arts or rltd. Send 
resume to Mon Ami Apparel, 
Inc. Attn: H/R, 779 E. Pico Blvd 
#B LA, CA 90021. 

Medical Transcriptionist (Los 
Angeles, CA) Transcribe dicta-
tion for a variety of medical 
reports. Distinguish between 
homonyms and recognize 
inconsistencies in medical 
terms, referring to dictionar-
ies, drug references & other 
sources. Perform data entry 
& data retrieval services, 
providing data for inclusion 
in medical records and for 
transmission to physicians. 
40hrs/wk. Bachelor’s degree 
in Chemistry or related 
required. Resume to Charlie 
Sam Nephrology Attn: Sally 
Cho, 505 S Virgil Ave #301, Los 
Angeles, CA 90020

Quantitative Research & De-
velopment Manager sought 
by MUFG Union Bank, N.A. in 
Los Angeles, CA to provide 
techn’l & thought leadership 
towards dvlpmt, calibration, 
& continuous monitoring 
of key econometric models 
used to forecast the Bank’s 
risk pro� le, incl models that 
are used for stress testing, 
capital planning, liquidity risk, 
interest rate risk, & to inform 
bus. planning & strategy. Req. 
Bachelor’s deg in Finance, 
Mathematical Finance, Econ, 
Statistics, Math, Fin’l Engg 
or a rltd quantitative � eld 
(or foreign equiv deg) + 5 
yrs of exp in the commercial 
banking industry bldg 
econometric models using 
statistical techniques (Ordi-
nary Least Squares, Logistic 
Regression & Monte Carlo 
simulation) & w/ statistical s/
ware (SAS, STATA, R, Python 
& VBA); defending model 
methodology & robustness to 
model validators; performing 
data mining & analysis w/ 
SQL & Oracle; working w/ 
Interest Rate Risk analysis incl 
Economic Value of Equity 
(EVE) & Earnings at Risk (EAR) 
w/ QRM; acctg rules & regula-
tory reqmts (FAS91, FAS107, 
& capital liquidity regulation); 
performing Comprehensive 
Capital Analysis & Review 
(CCAR) & Dodd-Frank Act 
Stress Test (DFAST). Alterna-
tively, ER will accept Master’s 
deg in Finance, Mathematical 
Finance, Econ, Statistics, 
Math, Fin’l Engg (or foreign 
equiv deg) + 3 yrs of model-
ing exp in the above stated 
skills. Background checks & 
� ngerprinting may apply. For 
applic. screening details & to 
apply go to https://careers.
mufg-americas.com. Job # 
35031. EOE

Telemarketers 
Wanted

7:00 am to 1:00 pm - Mon 
through Fri in Burbank. 
Pay starts at $13.25 to 

$17.50 per hr 
plus weekly & monthly 

bonuses. 
No experience needed, will 

train on-site. 
Call today! 818-861-8320. 

Ask for Danny

INSIDE SALES REPS 
NEEDED! $$$$$$$

Hourly + Commission + 
Bonuses. M-F 9-4 part 

time and hourly positions 
also available please call

818-989-3175 
ask for Dilan

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Rentals

317
Apartments for Rent

ROOM FOR RENT
2116 Portland Street.

Bedroom with private bathroom. Rent is $1,100/month, 
Wi� , A/C and all utilities included. Close to USC and 

downtown. (213) 215-1350

ADVERTISE IN
CLASSIFIEDS

•

•

L
TO ADVERTISE:

PUBLISHER@LAWEEKLY.COM

IMPROVE
VISIBILITY

GROW YOUR
BUSINESS

Private, indp 
Irish-Amer Massuese, 
40 yrs old. Full Body, 

relaxing, enjoyable 
massage in Encino.

Kellie

818-384-0203

7 days 9am-9pm

2 1 3 . 9 1 5 . 0 3 8 2
2 1 3 . 4 3 6 . 8 8 0 4

#2034214 BEVERLY BLVD.

Employment

427
Misc. Auto

EMPLOYMENT
& EDUCATION

LClassifieds

EMPLOYMENT & EDUCATION
LClassifiedsL

Classifieds
724 S. Spring St., Los Angeles  
CA, 90014  |  310-574-7312     
LAWEEKLY.COM/ADINDEX
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Do you have trouble remembering your dreams? 
It’s a feeling we at ANIMA Technologies know only 

too well. You’re in a surreal world where you can 
do anything. And then you wake up, and the dream 
fades. It’s gone, Like smoke on the breeze.  Or is it?

Here at ANIMA Technologies, we’ve built some-
thing we can call a Dream Camera.

Just call or text the number and we’ll get your 
dreams back.  (916) 619-6192

PSYCHIC READING
Tells Past, Present and Future

Advises on Love, Business 
and Marriage

 Restores Relationships
24 Hour Results! - CALL NOW!

Call Nancy 310-652-0944

To Advertise: publisher@laweekly.com

ANXIOUS? DEPRESSED? 
RELATIONSHIP ISSUES? 
Fuller Psychological & Family Services can help. 
Call Today 626.584.5555

WE BUY & SELL 
SURFBOARDS CHEAP!!

ANY SIZE - ANY CONDITION
CALL MARK 949-232-2603

EARN UP TO $1000 
PER MONTH

BY BECOMING A HOST 
FOR AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

424-204-5128    
info@global-student-service.com

ENERGY HEALING TREATMENTS BY PHONE
Experience Physical, Mental,

Emotional & Cellular Well-Being
"All Is In The Realm Of Possibility"

ChiVibrationalHealing.com
Treatments are alternative or complimentary to
healing arts services licensed by the state of CA

Free tips from a storyteller 
with no writing talent

DrPlacebo.com

OWN A RECORDING STUDIO?
GM Acoustic Design creates custom acoustic 

panels and bass traps for the 
home or professional music recording studio. 

Request more info!
 (424) 394-8915

Norma’s Cleaning Services
KEEP YOUR SPACE CLEAN 

References available 
Since 2000

Call or text 818-317-5991

Injured at work? 
Workers Comp Law Firm 

READY TO HELP!
For a FREE consultation, please call 

310-664-9000 x 101 or text 310-849-5679
Website : www.workinjuryhelp.com

Warning: 
Making a false or fraudulent claim is a felony 
subject up to 5 years in prison or a fine up to 

$50,000 or double the value of the fraud whichever 
is greater, or by both imprisonment or fine.

Telemarketers Wanted 
7:00 am to 1:00 pm - Mon through Fri in Burbank. 

Pay starts at $13.25 to $17.50 per hr 
plus weekly & monthly bonuses. 

No experience needed, will train on-site. 
Call today! 818-861-8320. Ask for Danny

FREE ACOUSTIC CONSULTATION
FOR OFFICES IN LA

Noisy Office? Our friends at
GM Acoustic Design create custom acoustic

panels and bass traps to reduce echo.
 (424) 394-8915

GET RID
OF YOUR
OLD STUFF

Visit us today!
Local Classified Ads

www.losangeles-ads.com

VINTAGE HOTWHEELS CARS
LOOKING FOR CARS FROM

1968-1985
COLLECTOR WILL PAY TOP DOLLAR

(562) 708-9069
acmecollectables.com

L@@K! WANTED!!Telemarketers Wanted
7:00 am to 1:00 pm - Mon through Fri in Burbank. 
Pay starts at $14 to $18 per hr 
plus weekly & monthly bonuses. 
No experience needed, will train on-site. 
Call today! 818-861-8320. Ask for Danny

PUBLISHES: OCTOBER 17

BEST OF L.A. FOOD

TO ADVERTISE: PUBLISHER@LAWEEKLY.COM



NRITYAGRAM DANCE ENSEMBLE

LUCKMANARTS.ORG                                                                              323-343-6600

NRITYAGRAM DANCE ENSEMBLE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19, 2019 at 8:00 PM

Nrityagram Dance Ensemble is much more than a dance company. It is a crucible of inspiration and ideas, a coming to-

gether of creative minds, which push themselves to the absolute limits of their abilities. A space where dancers, musi-

cians and choreographers live together for years, developing their ideas, perfecting their technique and complementing 

their learning of dance with a knowledge of mythology and the epics, Sanskrit, yoga, meditation and the martial arts.




